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I. PREFACE 
A nucleus is a system of interacting nucleons: protons and 

neutrons. It has been found that in nuclei possessing a particular 
number of protons (Z) and neutrons (N), the systematics of certain 
nuclear properties (as for instance binding energy, energy of the first 
excited state, natural abundance) exhibit a characteristic 
discontinuity. These numbers, called "magic", occur for both neutrons 
and protons at 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82 and in addition for neutrons at 126, 
and seem to mark especially stable nuclear configurations. They were 
excellently reproduced by the nuclear shell model [May49], corresponding 
to the shell closures as a consequence of energy gaps between the 
shells. 

The properties of nuclei are related to their position in respect 
to these shell closures. Nuclei with closed both neutron and proton 
shell, "doubly-magic" nuclei (e.g. 2 o a P b ) , possess a spherical shape and 
their excitations are realized either by surface vibrations of the 
nucleus or by exciting the nucleons over the gap. Consequently the first 
excited state is placed high in the energy (2.61 MeV in 2 0 ePb) and one 
can say that such a nucleus is "inert". Therefore the nuclei in the 
neighborhood of such doubly-magic nucleus can be treated as a system of 
several interacting particles (or holes) moving in the central field of 
the inert core and their properties can be well described by the shell 
model. The excited states are mainly realized by rearranging the shell 
configurations of the valence particles or holes. Level schemes are very 
irregular and isomeric states, i.e. states decaying with measurable 
lifetimes, significantly larger than those of other states, can appear. 

Nuclei situated far from the closed shells, i.e. having a large 
number of valence proton- and neutron-particles (or holes), have 
completely different properties. They are often deformed and the lowest 
excited states are due to a collective rotation of the entire nucleus. 
The level schemes are characterized by very regular energy bands and the 
transitions between such states are fast. Such a behavior is exemplified 
by the rare-earth nuclei. 

The atomic masses and nuclear ground-state deformations over a very 
broad range of nuclei were well reproduced in the calculations of Moller 
and Nix based on a nuclear mass formula that they developed [M6181]. 
Their success in reproducing observed masses allows for confidence in 
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their predictions for yet unobserved nuclei. For example, a new region 
of well-deformed nuclei with Z>82 and N<126 is predicted. This part of 
the nuclear chart is, however, very difficult for experimental studies: 
there are few suitable beam-projectile combinations leading to this 
region, and fission of the compound nucleus becomes the dominant 
process. Nevertheless one might expect that some collective effects are 
also manifested in nuclei situated close to this region. 

The structure of neutron deficient nuclei in the lead region was 
intensively investigated both experimentally and theoretically over the 
last decades. One of the main aims of these studies was to test the 
validity of the shell model when the number of valence particles (or 
holes) relative to the doubly magic 2°?РЪ, i* core increases. The 
polonium isotopes, well known down to A=202, are examples of good shell 
model nuclei. Therefore two further neutron-deficient polonium isotopes, 
^fPo. . . and 2??P°, ,* > vere chosen as the topic of the present thesis. 
84 111 Q 4- П О 

The systematic trends can now be studied down to N=114, and this might 
shed some light on the nuclear structure in this region. The correctness 
of the approach of describing the nuclear states as several particle 
configurations within the shell model can be examined for nuclei with an 
increasing number of valence holes. And particularly, since these nuclei 
are placed close to the deformed region predicted by Mo Her and Nix (for 
polonium nuclei the border appears at N=110 and for neighbouring 
astatines at N=114), the collective effects or onset of deformation can 
be searched for. 

The experiments were performed at Hahn-Meitner Institute in Berlin. 
Chapter II contains the basic definitions and formulas subsequently used 
in this thesis. The experimental techniques are described in chapter 
III. The methods of evaluating the data obtained in the experiments and 
the extracted results are presented in chapter IV. A discussion of these 
results, as well as a presentation of systematic trends, are the topics 
of chapter V. The main conclusions obtained in the present thesis are 
shortly summarized in chapter VI. 
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II. THEORETICAL INTRODUCTION 
The studied polonium nuclei possess two protons and a number (10 or 

12) of neutron holes in addition to the a 0 8Pb nucleus, which can be 
treated as a stable, inert core. Therefore the description of the 
excited states in these nuclei in terms of the shell model seems to be a 
good starting point. 
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Flg.II-1. Single-particle levels (theoretical and experimental) in the 
3 0 8 Pb region. (Figure taken from [BoM69]). 
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The nuclear shell model asserts that nuclei can be described as a 
system of nucleons moving independently on single-particle orbitals 
(levels) in the spherical, average potential, that takes into account 
the mutual interaction between nucleons. Such single-particle levels in 
the considered region for both neutrons and protons are presented in 
Fig.II-1. In polonium nuclei the two valence protons in the ground-state 
are located on h9 orbital, so the lowest excitations of the nucleus 
are realized by rearranging their spins or by excitations to *7/г or 
i orbitals. The active neutron orbitals for 1 9 8Po and 2 O O P o are 
P1//3, f6r,3> P3/,3 and i 1 3 / 2» but, because of pairing, the Fermi level is 
smeared out and the occupation of single-particles levels is realized 
only with some probability. 

The transitions between the excited states, built of the 
single-particle levels, mainly take place with emmision or absorption of 
electromagnetic radiation. Their study provides a lot of valuable 
information about nur.iei, as the electromagnetic interaction is well 
understood. A short presentation of the basic definitions and formulas 
used throughout the present work is given below. A complete derivation 
of these formulas can be found in textbooks (e.g. [BrG77], [TaS63]). 

The interaction between nuclear currents and charges with 
electromagnetic field is described by the interaction hamiltonian 

(2.1) 
where *>(r*,t) and jT(?,t) represent the charge and current densities in 
the nucleus; tf(r\t) end 5?(r*,t) the scalar and vector potentials. This 
haniltonian can be treated as a perturbation causing the electromagnetic 
aultipole transition between the stationary states of the nuclear 
hamiltonian. For obtaining the observed transition rates one has to make 
a multipole expansion of X% and introduce the aultipole transition 
operators. Assuming that nucleons in nuclei are non-relativistic point 
verticles with charge and magnetic moment and taking the long-wavelength 
approximation, the formulas for the operators governing the electric and 
magnetic transition are: 

2 2 e(k) rL Y,M(?(k)) (2.2a) 
k-i L " 

2 un [g'(k)ś*(k) + J^J- gl(k)?(k)] V(k) ru YLM(r*(k)) (2.2b) 

The summation goes over all nucleons, um is the nuclear magneton 
Я Я 



^l~- i- l n,m.), «.'К), g*(>0. g1 (k) denote the charge, spin 
g--f>,ctor and aiigi'iar gr-rctor, respectively, of the nucleoii number- k. 
These values can h- either аз for free nuclecm (i.e. for proton" e, 
5,535"', 1 rsp., for neutron: G, -3.8263, 0 rsp.), or can be replaced by 
their effective values (see pages 0 and 9). 

Using these operators in a given basis of states» e.g. |IM>. one 
can calculate the matrix elements of these operators 
<IfMf | (OfoLM) | jl, Mf>, or, applying the Wignwr-Eckart theorem, the 
reduced matrix <>'smcnts «.I j [O(ol) { j I >. The off-diagonal matrix 
elements describe tho r.rii/isition rates and the diagonal ones describe 
the static multipole mo:nenT.s, 

Th". transition rate /.,, .for the electromagnetic radiation of 
multipolarity L bpfcween an initial slat:?. \\.> and final Jlf> is given by 

». (OL л. *т,.) » tniktll . c_A?0 a L > i B(aL z j v u 13) 
h L |[(2L*1)! !] X Г 

where с denotes either electric v^) or nidgT3«etic (Ж. radiation and 
B(CTI..;I, *T )= --ттЦ-г U | |<P(aL) | |I. >s (2.4) 

i:; the reduced tr&nsjiion probability. 
The X defined above is the partial transition rate for the 

ftier*romagnetic transition between two defined states. In general, a 
nuclear state can decay also by conversion electrons or by other y-ray 
transitions to different nuclear states. A sum over all possible decays 
(including conversion electrons) 

is the total transition rate (decay rate) and the half-live of the 
decaying nuclear state is given by 

T1/a . iji (2.6) 

A simple estimate of the magnitude of transition rates for 4 
specific roultipolarity is obtained in the single-particle approximation 
with 'the additional assumptions, that the initial and final radial 
wave-functions are constant up to the nuclear radius (taken to be 
R=1,2A 1 / 3), and that the transition proceeds between j =l±i and j.»4 
states. With these assumptions one obtains the following numerical 
formulas (the Weisskopf units): 
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B(BlJw = 0.06446 A3''3 e2fio' (2.7a) 
Ш?)^ = 0.059^0 A* / ? p'-fffi* (2.7b) 
E(E3) W = 0.05940 A2 e 2 I:>/ (2.7c) 

« 0.06265 A6''" e3fm* (2.7d) 

B(Mi)w * 1.7905 ^ ( 2 . 7 C ) 

B(M2)v = 1,6503 Л7 '"'3 ы'гге2 ( 2 . 7 f ) 
V ft 

B(M3) y = i.6501 A/'•' Wĵ fia* (2.7g) 

These single-p-irxicle estimates, though broad, ire often used to 
express indications of collective (enhanced v>i rh re.spr.ct to Weisskopf 
units), single-particle (comparable with W.u.t or hindered (retarded 
with • respect to W.is.) nature or transitions du? tf- nucltar structure 
etfects. 'xbiirslarn, troughou'.. this w 
and W.u., sre used interxhangeabie. 
e t f e c t s . 'xbiirslarn, troughou' . . t h i s work, bo th u n i t s . e*fm2 (n'f?mJ'' '~~ ' 

v) In o r d e r t o d e s c r i b e t h e i n t e r a c t i o i i of t h e nviclr-'ii c h i r g o s p'v) 
and c u r r e n t s j ? ( ? ) i n d s p e c i f i c i i u d e d r s i o t e | I> wit1: er; fcxtoirial 
e l e c t r i c or m.igoet ic f i e l d , cne i n t r c U i :us t h e s+atic (sp^rtro':.op:.c) 
electromagnetic multiple то.п,;:.л>::. Tht?;.' ore related to the diagonal 
reduced matrix element cf the t r a n s i t i o n opera tors O(.cl.*;: 

Q(L> = c <I I L 0 j I I> < I | | c > ( c r i j ! I > ( 2 . 8 ) 
L /~2TTI~ ' r _̂̂  

where the normalization constants are с = L/ 4w/'2I. + t) for L<2 and С =1 
for L>2 [BrG77]. L L 

The magnetic dipole and the electric cnaadrupole moments, as the 
easiest to measure, play the most important role. The magnetic dipole 
moment is given by 

y(i+?H2i+i) « 
The magnetic moment operator Q(A1) is a vector operator parallel to 

the nuclear spin 
tf=g? (2.10) 

and g is the nuclear giromagnetic factor (g-factor). 
The electric qxiadrupole moment As given by 
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These static tnuitipole moments have to be distinguished from the 
intrinsic moments, winch are defined with respect to the body-fixed 
frame. For example, the relation between the quadmpole intrinsic moment 
QQ ónd the static one is [BoM75,p.45J 

О - < T I 2 0 I I i >" О = . *S ?^~! ̂  .. . О (2 121 

It can be shown [BrG?7], that tor the interaction of nuclear 
moments with external (extranuclear) fields, in the multipole expansion 
of the interaction hamiltonian X. the dipole magnetic moment combines 
•*ith the magnetic field and the quadrupole electric moment combines with 
the-, gradient of the electric field. 

The experimental determination cf the static nuclear moments is 
based on the observation of the interaction between the nucieai moments 
and extranuclear fields. In the presence of a static magnetic field В 
only, the eigenvalues of X. in the state jl> are 

А П C-

Ł = a, Km (2.13) 
vhere m is the prcjection of the spin I on the quantization axis, 

« L = giuHB/h (2.14) 
is the .'.armor precession frequency and g is the g-factor. In presence of 
an electric field gradient eq along the nuclear symmetry axis, the 
eigenvalues are 

3 2 ( I ) 2 0 f2 15^ F - 0 f2 15^ 
fcm 41(21-1) e qg U < 1 5 ; 

where Q is the quadrupole moment. 
The single-particle reduced matrix element (i.e. the matrix element 

between single-particle states) of the electric operator 0(SL) is given 
by 

( 2 J 1 + 1) < j i | L O | j f i> <rL> 

where <rL> i s the r a d i a l i n t e g r a l 
en 

<rL> = < j f | r L | j . > = J u f ( r ) rL u. ( r ) dr (2.17) 
о 

(for the 20SPb region the radial wave-functions u(r) can be taken for 

1 1
<

+1f+L 

example from [Blo6O]), the coefficient P=2"[l+(-l) ] takes care of 
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parity conservation, e f is the effective charge (see discussion 
, and <j. у L 0|j f j> is the Cieosh-Gorcion coefficient). 

The reduced matrix elements of the states, which consist of two (or 
more) single particles, can be decomposed into linear combinations of 
single-particle matrix elements by means of angular momentum reeiur.-i i/>.g 
techniques (e.g. [Sau80]). 

In the particular case of the transition CJŁ J3 )Т± => (J tJ t)I f
 0I"< 

|I,>= (2.18) 

/ 2 
L+j +j +1 fj L j ) Л l 

and in the case of transition ( j J j j f 

! | (2.19) 

2 / ( i ) ( f ) ( ) 
where the brackets { } denote 6-j symbols. 

Similar expressions can be obtained for the reduced matrix elements 
of magnetic multipole operators [BrG77]. For example, the g-factor 
(related with the magnetic moment via formula (2.10)) of the state 
composed of two parts with spin 1 = 1 + 1 can be expressed by the 
individual g-factors g , g as 

g - i (g1 + g2) + (gl-g2) ' к м ] (2.20) 

In formulas concerning the reduced matrix elements of the 
transition operators, the quantity e , called effective charge, 
appears. The reason for introducing it is that in shell model 
calculations one always deals with restricted configuration space. For 
example, the full wave functioa |j> contributing to B(aL) and Q C L > are 
of the type [Noy58]: 

k | j , U ; ł J 3 ) k I c - L ; j> (2.21) 
where |j> is the single-particle wave function, (Jj * J a) kI c

rL denotes the 
particle-hole excitation (with the mixing amplitude afc and spin L) of 
the k t h core nucleon . The eatrix element of the single particle 
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electric operator 0(SL) (2.2a) acting in this |j> configuration space 

can be expressed by the matrix element of an effective operator 0(8L) in 

the single-particle (truncated) space: 

|jt> = <jf I \0(€L) | |jt> (2.22) 

Similarly can be done for the magnetic operator. Therefore effective 

operators can be constructed with the single-particle operators (2.2) by 

replacing e, gs and g1 by effective values e^ff, g*ff and g*ff (for 

example e =(l+£)e, ce is called polarization charge). They have to be 

used when one deals with truncated space. Such operators take to some 

extent care of the configurations not considered explicitly and it is 

hoped that they are state independent, i.e. they can describe the 

electromagnetic features of a number of adjoining nuclei and of several 

transitions in a given nucleus. 

The shell model is based on the fact that a spherical, stable core 

is present. The question arises, how far from the doubly-magic 2 0 8Pb 

nucleus this supposition is satisfied. A simple theory, called Deformed 

Independent Particle Model (DIPM), describing the onset of deformation 

was given by Matsuyanagi et al. [Mat78]. In this model the deformation 

originates from the alignment of the spins of the valence particles. The 

energy gained by deformation is expanded in a series with respect to the 

deformation В up to the second order term 
Ed.f = C 1 5 + 7 С 2 й 2 (2-23) 

The linear term is given by the slopes of the Nilsson energies 
e (fl) of the valence particles 

c, =S^-- 2(*V ( д Д + 1 ) -4-> (2'24> 
where the summation goes over all valence particles (+ sign) and holes 
(- sign) forming the aligned configuration, j± is the ordinary 
single-particle angular momentum quantum number in the limit S-Ю, nr is 
the projection of j. on the symmetry axis and the coefficients ai are 
related to the radial matrix element of the gradient of single-particle 
potential. 

The second order term is given by the second derivatives of the 
Nilsson energies 
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d V e 
С,»У<—г1") (2.25) 

so it contains the core stiffness contribution (the summation goes over 
all core particles). The equilibrium deformation is given by 

Я - " 4-1- (2.26) 
so 

(2.27) 
is the uunimum of the energy. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
High-spin states of l y 8Po and 2 o oPo were populated using 2 0Ne and 

Jitie beams provided by the VICKS1 (Van-de-Graaff Isochron Cyclotron 
Kombination fur Schwere I_onen) accelerator at the Hahn-Meitner-Institut 
in Berlin. VICKSI is a combination of a 6 MV Van de Graaff injector and 
a split pole cyclotron. Positive ions of mass 1<A<86 and charge 
typically 1+ to 4+ are produced in an axial penning ion source. After 
preacceleration in the Van de Graaff, the ions are stripped and injected 
into the cyclotron, where they are accelerated up to the final energy. A 
detailed description of this facility is presented in lMai75, Bus813. 
The lay-out of VICKSI is shown in Fig-III-1. 

To establish the level schemes of i<?8Po and 2 O OPo three 
complementary ^-^-coincidence experiments were performed: 

(1) - with a multi-detactor set-up providing the basic set of data, 
(2) - with a "catcher" set-up for detailed isomeric decay studies, 
(3) - with the OSERIS-facility concerning the high-spin part of the 

level scheme in 3 O O P o . 
These experiments are described in chapter III. 1 and are referred 

to in the following as the "multi-detector", "catcher" and "OSIRIS" 
experiments, respectively. 

The spin and parity assignments are based mainly on results of 
angular distribution (chapter III.2) and conversion electrons (chapter 
1I1.3) measurements. 

The electromagnetic properties of the isomeric states found in 
1 9 8Po and 2 O OPo were examined in perturbed angular distribution (PAD) 
measurements using an external magnetic field for g-factor (chapter 
111.4) and the intrinsic electric field gradient of a Bi-crystal for 
the quadrupole moment (chapter III.5) determination. Lifetimes were 
extracted in each of these experiments, since the time between 
beam-pulse and r signal was always measured. 

After each experiment the efficiency calibration of detectors was 
armed using calibrated r-гау sources 

placed at the target (or catcher) position. 
performed using calibrated r-гау sources (ex. 1 B 2Eu, 1 8 2Ta, 1 3 3Ba) 

A summary of all experiments is presented in Table 1. Metallic, 
self-supporting, isotopically enriched tungsten targets (94.35b for i e 2 W , 
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96.3* for 1 8 3 W and i 8 4 W ) were used for all experiments. The data 
acquisition was carried out on PDP40/PDP70 computers. The event-data 
were accumulated on magnetic disks for subsequent off-line sorting and 
analysis on a VAX70/11 computer. 

® Site of experimental setup 

Van-de-Graaff 
tower 

Fig.III-1. The lay-out of VICKSI. 
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Table i. Experiments on i9SPo and £0°Po (see text tor explanations). 

Experiment. Beam Puls ing Targets Conditions Comments 

1. Multi-detector 
9 Ge(Li) 

Multipllcity i liter 

20Ne 2.5 us 
105/111 HeV 

182, 184W 

50 mg/cm2 thicK 
within 800 ns 
1) Ge£3, Nal>3 
or Ge>2, Hal>5 

2) Ge>4, no tfal 

2. Catcher 
3 G«.-(L1 ) 

2 0 N e 200 P o. 3 6 0 n s . 182, 184 W 

102 MeV 19в Р о : (4xl) 2.16 us 1.27 mg/cm2 
Ge>2 catcher: 2 O'Bi 

with hole 

3. OSIRIS 2 0N* 
6 Ge, each with - 101 MeV 
B'jO AC-shield 

360 ns 
1.27 mg/cm2 

on 2°8рь backing 

coinc: 
"singl Tlprompt: ^ 

ev: no~HaI 

target«bacKing 
neated to 310°C 

4. Ang. distribution 20Ne 
HP-Ge with BGO ACS 107 MeV 
Multiplicity filter 

2.2 Г82, 
1.27 mg/cm2 

on 208Pb backing 

1 ) singles 
2) "singles": Nal>3 

target+bacKing 
heated to 300°C 

S. Conversion 
electrons 122 MeV 

2 us 183W 
0.5 rng/cm2 

dip in the center Al-catcher 
with a hole 

6. (-factors 
2 Ge(Li ): +/-135° 
2 бе: 5°, -45° 

102 MeV 
2.5 182, 184V 

1.27 mg/cm2 
on 208Pb backing 

target+bacKing 
heated to 310°C 
B: 10 KG, 16.7kG 

7. Q-moments 
2 Ge(Ll): 90°, 0° 100 MeV 

182, 184, 186W 
1.27 mg/сю2 
on 2 ° 9 B I slnglecristal 

target + Bi-host 
heated to 200°C 



III.l Gaana-ganma coincidence experiments 

(i) The multi-detector experiment. 

In this experiment 1 9 8Po and 2 O O P o were produced in the 
182. ie* w (20 N e j / ł n ) reaction using pulsed beams of 105 and 111 MeV 
neon-ior.s. The period between the 1 ns wide beam pulses was 2.5 us. In 
order to stop the beam in the target (the range of a 105 MeV 2 0Ne ion in 
1 8 4 W is =*35 mg/cm2 [NoS70]) thick (50 mg/cm2) targets were used. Since 
the bombarding energy of 105 MeV and 111 MeV, chosen to be adequate for 
An and 5n reactions, was only a few MeV above the Coulomb barrier (95 
MeV in Lab), the energy loss did not result in opening 3n and 2n 
reaction channels. The strong Coulomb excitation lines were suppressed 
as described below. 

In a mul.ti-detector set-up the number of coincidences rapidly 
increases with the number of detectors. For detectors of approximately 
equal efficiencies, the number of k-fold coincidences is (£) times 
greater than using к detectors only. As 9 detectors were located around 
the target-chamber, the 2-fold coincidence rate was increased by a 
factor of 36 and 3-fold by a factor of 84. 

Multiplicity 
filter 

-detectors 

Fig.III-2. Set-up used in the multi-detector measurement. 
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The experimental set-up is shown in Fig.III-2. The detectors (7 
GeLi detectors with efficiencies ranging between 18J and 3O5Ł, 1 r-X HPGe 
and 1 small planar Ge) were positioned at a distance of 13 cm from the 
target. They were shielded by 1 nun Cu and 0.5 mm Ag X-ray absorbers. Six 
of these detectors were located around the target in a horizontal plane 
(at the angles 45°, 90°, 150°, 200°, 270° and 315° with respect to the 
beam direction) and the remaining three, at angles 10° , 125° and 235° 
viewed the target at 35° to that plane. 

To reduce recording of unwanted low multiplicity events (from 
radioactive decays of the reaction products and from Coulomb excitations 
of target and projectile nuclei) a multiplicity filter was used. It 
consisted of two cylindrical Nal(Tl) counters (Ф 25.4 cm, height 12.7 
cm), optically divided into four sectors. Signals of all eight sectors 
and of all germanium detectors were fed into a multiplicity unit to 
select events of the wanted multiplicity. 

Event data, involving information on ^-energy and time (with 
respect to the beam burst of the cyclotron) of each firing Ge-detector 
(i.e. up to 18 parameters) were recorded on magnetic disks, provided 
selected hardware conditions were fulfilled. Two conditions were tested: 

1) at least 3 Ge-detectors and at least 3 Nal (i.e. multiplicity г 
6) or at least 2 Ge-detectors and at least 5 Nal (multiplicity г 7) were 
coincident within 800 ns, 

2) at least 4 Ge detectors were coincident within 800 ns (no Nal 
condition at all, i.e. multiplicity г 4). 

The denomination "multiplicity" used here is rather qualitative, 
since the scattering rate between sectors of the Nal-crystal was 
significant. 

It was found that the spectra under the first condition were 
"cleaner" than under the second. Therefore the first condition was 
implemented during most of the experimental time. 

(ii) The "catcher" experiment. 

For detailed studies of states populated in the decay of isoners in 
1 9 8Po and a o oPo a recoil-catcher geometry (similar to that described in 
[Alb78]) was used. The principle of this method is shown in Fig.III-3. 
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Pb-colllmator 

Recoils dffifflb' "ч 1 nm Cu-absorber 
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Fig.III-3. Set-up used in the "catcher" measurement. 

A 20Ne-beam was used to populate i 9 8Po and 2 O OPo via the 
18 2. 18*N(2oNe,4n)-reactions. The reaction products recoiled into a small 
cone forward and were stopped in a 150 rag/cm2 thick bismuth foil 
("catcher") 12 cm from the target. In the center of the catcher there 
was a 5 mm diameter circular hole. Since the projectiles straggle into a 
smaller solid angle than the recoils, almost the entire beam passed 
through this hole without producing background radiation. A conical lead 
collimator was placed between target and catcher allowing passage of 

: recoils only within a solid angle corresponding to the size of the 
catcher-foil (<t> 4 cm). This colliraator and lead shielding outside the 
target-chamber inhibited recording of prompt radiation from the target. 
The distance target to catcher was 12 cm, corresponding to ca. 40 ns 
time of flight for the Po-recoils and resulting in recording of delayed 
у-rays only. 

The 102 HeV a oNe beam was pulsed. The repetition time of pulses 
(ca. 1 ns wide, typically for VICKSI) was chosen differently for 2 O OPo 
and for 1 9 ePo, because of the different lifetimes involved. In the 2 o oPo 
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experiment every fourth cyclotron pulse was used* resulting in a period 
of A x 90 = 360 ns at tat-, cyclotron frequency of .11.116 MHz. For i 9 8Po 4 
consecutive beam-bursts weru admitted and then 21 rejected, i.e. the 
cycle consisted of 360 ns beam followed by 1890 ns without beam. Three 
Ga(Li) detectors, placed around the beam-line with 120° between each 
pair and as close to the catcher as possible, detected the y-rays. Such 
geometry has been chosen to decrease the 511 keV annihilation line 
coincidence rate and for maximizing the efficiency for coincidences. A 
negative side-effeofc of this geometry was л relatively high scattering 
rate between detectors (cross-talk) resulting in "false" peaks in the 
coincidence-spectra. Delayed y-v-coincidence events were recorded on 
magnetic disks. The stored information included the energy and time 
relative to the beam of earn coincident detector. 

(iii) The OSIPIS experiment. 

To solve ambiguities concerning high-spin states and low intensity 
transitions in 3 0 0Po the OSIRIS (Comptcn Suppression Array for High 
Kesolution In-Ьешв Spectroscopy) set-up, constructed in the Berlin -
Bonn - Koln - JUlich collaboration and installed at HMI, was applied. 
This equipment and principles of its operation are well described 
elsewhere (ex. [Lie83]) and only the basic points are presented here. 

The background below the photo-peak in у-ray spectra recorded with 
Ge-uetectors results from Compton scattering of 7-rays and from a 
qua.siсontinuous background of unresolved transitions. The contribution 
from the Compton effect can be suppressed by means of an "anti-Compton 
shield" (ACS) - a large scintillator surrounding the Ge-crystal that 
detects the escaping scattered у-quanta. If r-radiation is detected 
simultaneously in both detectors, the event is rejected and the "Compton 
background" is reduced. In measuring coincidences with AC-shielded 
detectors, the background reduction is correspondingly highar. For 
example, if the peak-to-total ratio (P/T) G # in the bare Ge-detector is, 
say, 0.26, in the r-/-coincidence experiment only 6.8Ж of the events 
will be collected in the peak-peak coincidences. An anti-Compton shield 
can reduce the background by a factor of, say, 6, so that (P/T)ACg=0.67. 
This corresponds to 45% peak-peak events in coincidences so that the 
improvement in the P/T ratio is ca. 7. 

For many years large Nal-crystals were used as ACS. At present, 
however, more often large scintillation detectors made of bismuth 
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gennanate (BGO) material are used. Since the total r-ray absorption 
coefficient of BGO is about 2.2 times larger than that of Na7, the size 
of the ACS can be reduced. This is especially important for 
multi-detector set-ups, since the total solid angle increases with the 
number of detectors and the solid angle of one Ge-detector remains small 
enough to avoid the summing of coincident y-rays. Therefore the ACS in 
the OSIRIS - spectrometer were made of BGO. 

Fig.II1-4. Set-up used in the OSIRIS measurement. 
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The OSIRIS set-up consisted of six -\C-shielded Ge-detectors 
arranged in a ring (Fig.111-4}. Eight Nal-counters served as a 
multiplicity filter. The beam, 2 0Ne at the energy of 101 MeV, was pulsed 
with a period of 360 ns. The target was 1 8 4 W , 1.27 mg/cm2 thick, on 100 
ffig/епИ Pb backing. Coincidence events, including energy and time 
information of each detector, were stored on magnetic disk if in 
addition at least one N'al gave a signal, The singles were stored into 
two spectra: prompt and delayed. The prompt spectrum was taken in the 
time period -5 to 5 ns with respect to the beam-burst (full width at 
half maximun of the prompt peak in the ^(t)-spectrum was FWHM*>7 ns), 
and, in order to decrease the count rate, it was required that at least 
one Nal counter of the multiplicity filter gave a signal. The delayed 
spectrum was taken in the time ranging from 5 to 355 ns without any 
multiplicity condition. 

III.2 Angular distribution measurements 

To measure angular distributions of у-rays, a movable y~X HPGe 
detector with a BGO anti-Compton shield was used. Low multiplicity 
events were suppressed by means of a multiplicity filter (see page 15). 
Events from the Ge-detector were stored only when in coincidence with at 
least 3 Nal-counters within 20 ns. The large solid angle covered by the 
Nal crystals made the correlation effects small. Nevertheless, true 
singles (i.e. without multiplicity condition) were also stored. 

The measurements were performed for four forward angles: 0°, 30°, 
45° and 90° for 2 O O P o , and for two angles: 0° and 90° in the 1 9 8Po case. 
The targets, 1 8 2 W and 1 8 4 W (ca. 1.27 mg/cm2 thick) were mounted on a 
2 0 8Pb backing. It was thick enough (150 mg/cm2) to stop both the recoils 
and the beam, allowing measurements at the forward 0° angle. The target 
was tilted at an angle of 45° to the beam direction. 

Lead is frequently used as a host for angular distribution or 
perturbed angular distribution experiments, since its crystalline 
structure is cubic, i.e. its intrinsic electric field gradient (EFG) 
equals zero. In other cases the interaction between nuclear quadrupole 
moment and EFG can perturb the angular distribution. In reality, 
however, a beam hitting a target produces a number of dislocations and 
irregularities in the crystal-structure (radiation damages). This again 
leads to the creation of high local and randomly-oriented EFGs, causing 
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* decrease of alignment and observed eni.sotropy. By heating the lead 
backing so»e damages can be annealed ("repaired"), xn<i the alignment is 
partly preserved (see [Daf78]). Therefore the target-stopper 
construction was heated up to 300*C. Sine' *.he beam also contributes in 
heating and the danger of melting the lead stopper appears (the melting 
point of lead is 328°C), the temperature was aionitored with two 
thermocouples attached to tba stepper. The target and the stopper were 
pressed tightly together to the avoid destruction of nuclear alignment 
due to strong hyperfine interactions created by recoil into vacuum 
[Ben68,Nor7C]. 

III.3 Conversion electron aeasurements 

To determine the яш! U polarity of ;- -transitions in 2 O OPo and to 
find possible low energy transitions in this nucleus, cjaversion 
electrons were measured using a superconducting electron spectrometer. 
This device, developed in a collaboration between the University of ?onr. 
and the HMI-3sriin, has been already described in several papers {for 
example {Gut83, Gut8'<, Dec85]). The basic principle is tna'.. electrons 
spiral along the field lines toward distant Si(Li) detector? -measuring 
their energy. A sectional view of the solenoid with the liquid bslium 
reservoir is shown in Fig.III--5ef aid & cross section perpendicular to 
the solenoid axis is given in Fig-III-5b. The cylindrical vacuum 
chaaber, in which electrons spiral along the magnetic field lines 
perpendicular to the beam direction, has an-inner diameter of: 85 шш and 
a length of 650 mm. 

The superconducting magnet (dfbTi multieore filament) consists of two 
pairs of coils: outer and inner. Separate powering of the coils roakes it 
possible to create three types of magnetic field profiles along the 
solenoid axis: homogeneous, with a maximum (bump) and with a minimum 
(dip) in the center (Fig.IlI-6 abc). Applications of such profiles are 
described in [Gut84]. 

In the present experiment the J 8 3W( 2 2Ne,5n) 3 0 0Po reaction with a 
beaa energy of 122 MeV was used. The target was 500 jug/cm2 thick. The 
catcher, a 400 vg/cm2 Al foil, was placed on the solenoid axis in order 
to stop the reaction products recoiling out of the target. A circular 
aperture (Ф 3 ran) in the center of the catcher allowed the bulk of the 
bean to pass without producing background radiation. The distance target 
to catcher was 3 cm. "Shadow-baffles" prevented prompt and 6-electrons 
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Fig.III-5. The superconducting electron spectroaeter: a sectional (&) 
and a side (b) view. 
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Fig.III-6. Magnetic field measured along the solenoid axis with a 

current of 62 A in the outer (a), inner (b) and both (c) coil 
pairs. 

from the target to reach the detectors. Conversion electrons emitted 

from the catcher were measured by two liquid nitrogen cooled Si(Li) 

counters. The counters had an active area of 300 mm2 and a sensitive 

depth of 2 mm. The catcher was tilted at an angle of /15° to the beam, so 

electrons emitted with an angle >A5° to the solenoid axis, passed the 

foil several times spoiling the energy resolution. Therefore a field 

profile with a dip at the target position had to be used, resulting in a 

magnetic mirror effect. The applied currents in the outer and inner 

solenoid coil were, respectively, 37.2 A and 12.4 A, so electrons 

emitted with an angle greater than 45* were reflected and trappp.d in the 

minimum of the field. This gave an effective solid angle of 1.84 sr for 
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each detector. The efficiency was almost independent on electron energy, 
because the helix radius of the spiralling electrons was always small 
compared to the diameter of the detector. 

The beam was pulsed with a repetition period of 2 us. Both energy 
and time relative to the beam pulse were measured and recorded for each 
detector. The electronic logic accepted singles and e~ e~-coincidences. 
The 2 us time after each beam burst was divided into four 500 ns wide 
windows. The first window (-450 ns to 50 ns relative to the beam burst) 
included prompt electrons mostly. The second one (50 ns to 550 ns) 
included delayed electrons. The "singles" were collected into these two 
windows. Since the coincidence count rate was very low and no new low 
energy transitions (corresponding to 70 keV < E < 120 keV) were 
observed in singles, it was decided during the experiment to quit the 
coincidence measurement and proceed with singles only to obtain the 
conversion coefficients. 

III.4 The g-factor measurements 

The TDPAD (Time Differential Perturbed Angular Distribution of 
r-rays) method was applied to measure the g-factors in 198Po and 3 o oPo. 
Magnetic fields of 1.002±0.005 T and 1.665±0.005 T generated by a 
conventional iron-core electromagnet were applied perpendicular to the 
beam-detector plane. The field, measured with a Hall probe (calibrated 
with proton NMR), was found to be homogeneous all ov?.r the target 
surface. For observing the spin rotation two pairs of detectors were 
used : 2 Ge(Li) at ±135°and 2 small-volume Ge at +5° and -45° with 
respect to the beam axis. The unsymmetrical position of the latter pair 
of Ge-counters was chosen in order to determine the signs of the A 
coefficient and g-factor simultaneously. The calibration of the 
time-scale was based on the cyclotron frequency. The isomeric states in 
198Po and 2ooPo were produced in 1.3 mg/cm2 thick 1 8 2W and 18*W foils 
via the 1 8 2' 18*W(20Ne,4n) reactions with a 102 MeV aoNe pulsed beam. The 
pulse separation was 2.5 jus with the pulse length of ca. 1 ns. The 
polonium recoils were implanted into a 2 0 8Pb stopper (150 mg/cm2 thick). 
To preserve the nuclear alignment, the target and the stopper were 
tightly pressed together and heated to the temperature of 310"c (see 
pages 19 and 20). The data, which consisted of the г-ray energy and the 
time relative to the beam pulse, were recorded in a 6-parameter list 
mode (each pair of detectors had a common TAC) onto a magnetic disk for 
the off-line analysis. 
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III.5 Quadrupole moment measurements 

The experimental set-up for measuring the quadrupole moments of the 
nucleus was very similar to that used in measuring the magnetic moments 
(see chapter III.4), since the PAD-method was also applied. Instead of 
an external magnetic field, the perturbation was caused by an intrinsic 
electric field gradient (EFG). A bismuth single crystal with defined 
crystallographic axis (c-axis), i.e. with known direction of the 
gradient, was used as the source of an EFG. During the experiment the 
c-axis of the Bi-crystal was oriented at an angle of 45° to the beam 
direction in the beam-detector plane. In a test experiment with the 
c-axis oriented parallel to the beam, no modulation in the time spectrum 
was observed, as was to be expected. 

The targets 1 8 2 W , 1 8 i W and 1 S 6 W were in turn attached to the 
Bi-crystal and heated up to 200°C in order to minimize the influence of 
radiation damage (see pages 19 and 20). The beam, 2 2Ne with an energy of 
100 MeV and pulse repetition of 2 us, produced the 2 o o P o , 2 O 2Po and 
2 O 4Po nuclei via the W(22Ne,4n)Po reaction. The recoils stepped in 
bismuth and their quadrupole moments precessed under the influence of 
the EFG. This caused the superimposition of the modulation pattern on 
the isomeric decay curves observed by detecting the y-rays in two large 
volume Ge(Li) detectors with very similar efficiency and time 
characteristics, placed at 0° and 90° relative to the beam. Only delayed 
у-rays were accepted, and events consisting of the energy and time 
relative to the beam burst for each detector were recorded in 
event-by-event mode on disks. A common TAC was used for both detectors. 
After approximately half of the run-time, the positions of the detectors 
were interchanged to correct for possible small differences in their 
efficiencies, time resolutions and non-linearities in their time 
response. 



IV. DATA EVALUATION AND RESULTS 
л'У.1 Electromagnetic t radi t ions in 2C0?o and i98Po 

(3) 30£lPo, 

Table 2 presents -.he suiin properties 'of the ?--ray transitions 
assigned to 2 v O F o in t.;ss experiments described in chapter III. "hese 
ar a. 

transition >-srrrgiis, total intensities and the prompt fraction of 
the intensities, ^onv^rsion- ar.ii angular distribution coefficients, 
deduced mult ipolarities and proposed spin assignments of the initial and 
rinal nuolea- states involved, JH the following, a discussion ol 'he 
attraction of tbese crjantitifts fro-7.; th* experiments; data is presented. 

'The evaluatir.v. of ег-зар aiJ po-uf.ioris of discrete line? in the y-
nnd ."cnversi }n olectr••••<,? spectra «.as don» using the fitting cods FITEK 
[StuS/i]. Jt pcriorms а 1еа;--Ь-йс,'ъаг« H i for u Gaussian lineshapo with 
exponftntial tails and J.inec.; or quacira'ic bt4ckgi-ound. 

E'tfERG.TF3. Gamma- r-Avs from the radioactive decay of the rea-fcion 
products; with well known energies [LedVB, й'.-и83], served as a reference 
tor the energy calibratic:-1. T\ie activity spectra of r~ri\ys from the 
targtt (ехаштр1е in Fig.IV-1) ware collected and identified after each 
experiment. The strongest radioactivity transitions were used for 
internal energy calibration during the "beam on" measurements. Such a 
calibration exludes errors from gain shifts with time or countrate. The 
remaining errors resulted frora both the uncertainties of the energies of 
the activity lines as well as from the errors in determining the peak 
positions. 

INTENSITIES. The intensities of the 7-rays were determined from 
the angular distribution run at 107 MeV beam energy with the detector 
placed at 45 with respect to the beam. They were corrected for relative 
dstector efficiency and the measured angular distributions of the 
y-rays. The detector efficiency was determined using calibrated r-rsy 
sources of 1 8 2Ta, 1 6 2 E u and 1 3 3Ba. For some lines, which were complex or 
covered by activity lines, the intensities in coincidence with the 4**2* 
611.0 keV transition in the OSIRIS experiment were used. Coincidence 
intensities were carefully analysed for possible losses due to the 
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Table 2 . Properties of y-rays assigned to гооРо in the iSMW i ?of/e, 4n) -reactions . energies (E^l. •ntensiiies !'v) 
prompt fractions (Prompt), К/L-ratus , conversion -oeffic.cnts (ag ,crŁ ; , angular dir.tr ifiut ion coefficients 
multipolarities (M) and proposed spin assignments . 
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a) singles intensities measured at Etab-i07 MeV , corrected for inguljr distributions , normalized to 6 11.0 keV line 
b) complex line, intensities taken from concidsnce data (see text) at £:a^-10i MeV 
c) ratio of the prompt to total intensity (see text) measured at £iab=lr'i MeV 
d) from conversion electrons measurement m the ie3W (ггНе ,bn) re Art ion At E!ab*122 MsV 
e) -from angular distributions measurement at £"7,36-J07 MeV , 
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Fig. IV-1. Spectrum of the у-rays from the radioactive decay of the 
20Afe*ie*lf reaction products (collected after 0SIJ1IS 
experiment). 

isomeric decays and the finite TAC-range. Corrections for this have been 
applied, as explained in Appendix A. 

Column 3 of Table 2 gives the prompt fraction of the intensity. The 
prompt fraction is defined as the ratio of the intensity in the prompt 
spectrum to the intensities in the prompt+delayed spectra. It is- zero 
for an isomeric transition and in general increases for the succeeding 
transitions, as for every level an additional prompt side feeding can 
occur. Therefore the prompt fraction is helping in determination of the 
transition sequence. The prompt and delayed single spectra were measured 
in the OSIRIS run (chapter III.l), however, the "prompt" spectra were 
collected with the additional condition that at least one Mai had to be 
in coincidence. Therefore the measured prompt fraction enhances the 
effect of the prompt side feeding and is more sensitive to the 
transition sequence. 
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CONVERSION COEFFICIENTS. Fig.IV-2 shows spectra of conversion 
electrons obtained in the experiment descrfbt.'i in chapter Til .3. The 
upper spectrum was coliected in the first tir«e Wxiidovi (450 nc before the 
bfcaui pulso until 50 ps after if) so i; с.як'-лпа sain:,;" prompt events. 
The middle one sbows ..he delayed (50 i;.; !•' ̂ 50 n< aft-v- beam) everts and 
the bottom зхл shows the conversion electrons fr-.-rc ':;:-. raciioactivi: dec^y 
of the .'«action products (ix WP.S кеагигес oii -bear:*), .t is evident that 
the strongest lines in the spectra are "':i)e activity lines. Only 5 
transitions belonging to i " Po could be d'-.finitely identified, пешг!.. 
208.3, 484 5, 6П.0 ; 665.9 and 822.5 kcV, For these transitions V "Л'ч К-
and L-lines are apc-trent. In addition an electron line of i 10 kiV, that 
might correspond to the L-conversion о I. th;; 126 keV /•-tr.̂ psit.ion. is 
seen. 

2 

i Л\ '̂ "1 :u'' 

^ ^ J 

EOO 400 600 OOO 
CHANNELS 

JOOO 1200 II 00 

Fig. IV-2. Spectra of prompt (upper), delayed (middle) and radioactivity 
(lower) conversion electrons in the 
E. =122 MeV. lab 

reaction at 
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Fig. IV-3. Conversion coefficients of the transitions in 20°Po compared 

to the theoretical [Sbs78] curves for various 
multipolarities: (&) K/L ratio; (Ъ) K-conversion coefficient; 
(c) total L-conversion coefficient. 



The intensity ratios of K-conversion to L-conversion lines are 

presented in column 4 of Table 2 and plotted in Fig.IV-3a together with 

the theoretical curves of K/L ratios for various multipolariti«s (taken 

from [Ros78]). The cu,- and a,-conversion coefficients, listed in columns 

5 and 6 of Table 2 and plotted in Figs.IV-3bc, are the evaluated K- and 

L-line intensities divided by the ^-intensities of Table 2 col.2 and 

normalized to the theoretical a conversion coefficient of the 611.0 keV 

E2-transition ( 0^(611 keV)=0.0150). 

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS. The angular distribution function 

¥(0) » N [1+A3P2(cose)+A4P4(cose)] (4.1) 

was fitted to the experimental intensities at 0°, 30°, 45° and 90°. For 

normalization, intensities of isotropically emitted y-rays from 

radioactive decay of 2OOPo (T =11.5 min, i.e. much shorter than the 

measuring tiae of 4h per angle) were used. The obtained angular 

distribution coefficients are listed in Table 2. The measured 

distributions may be attenuated by the interaction between the nuciear 

quadrupole moments and randomly oriented electric field gradients of 

radiaton damage ("relaxation phemomena") [Daf78]« This is dependent on 

the prompt fraction, being negligible for prompt transitions. 

Angular distributions for some transitions in 199Po (399 keV, 562 

keV, 599 keV) were measured simultaneously. These are prompt transitions 

so their angular distributions are not affected by relaxation рчэпотепа. 
The evaluated A and A coefficients agree with the results of Weckstrom 
et al. [Wec85] and are typical for similar measurements. For instance 
Aa=0.25±0.01 and A4=-0.05±0.02 was found for the 599 keV stretched 
quadrupole transition. 

(ii) 

Table 3 contains the measured properties of the r-ray transitions 
assigned to 198Po. 

The energies were, as for a o oPo, calibrated against the known 
activity lines. For 19ePo only the asymmetry A=W(0°)/W(90°) of the 
angular distribution was measured. The results are listed in Table 3. 
The intensivies of the y-lines, also listed there, were corrected for 
the anguler distributions, assuming A =0 and consequently 
Aa«(A-l)/(l+0.5*A). 
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Table 3. Properties of the r -rays assigned to i9e Fo in the l s 2 W(20 \e,4n) 

reaction at the beam energy of 107 MeV. 

E^fkeV] 

126.0(2) 

136.1(2) 

210.4(1) 

239.3(2) 

241.2(2) 

305.9(1) 

367.1(1) 

396.8(3) 

471.1(1) 

553.5(1) 

559.2(1) 

563.6(i) 

575.0(1) 

605.C(l) 

650.1(1) 

712.3(1) 

716.6(2) 

766.8(2) 

838.3(2) 

903.0(2) 

24(3) 

21(3) 

15(1) 

5(1) 
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IV.2 Level schemes of 200Po and 198Po 

(i) 2 0 0Pc. 

200, 
The proposed level scheme of iV/ Po is shown in Fig.IV-4. The main 

^-cascade below the 270 ns isomer (see chapter IV.4) consists of the 

208.3, 822.5, 484.5, 611.0 and 665.9 keV transitions. The time 

distributions of all these lines show a component with 270 ns half-life. 

They are dominant in the delayed spectrum of the /-rays in the OSIRIS 

experiment (Fig.IV-5) and are all in mutual coincidence. Two additional 

isomers helped to establish their ordering. One of them, with T =100 

ns, occurs between the 208.3 and 822.5 keV transitions, and the second 

(61 ns) between the 822.5 keV transition and the 484.5-611.0-665.9 keV 

cascade, as can be deduced from Figs.IV-6abcdef. As some transitions 
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4446,5-ЬА 

200 p 0 
Fig. IV-4. 7be ievei scheme of Po as obtained in tbe present 

investigation. The arrow widths are proportional to the 
r-transition intensities of Table 2. 
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2OO Fig, IV-5. Spec-f-rum of delayed у -rctys in 2 O O P o collected in the OSIRIS 
experiment. 

have been observed in coincidence with the 611.0 keV and 665.9 keV but 
not with the 484.5 keV transition (Figs.IV-oghi), the latter precedes 
the othr:r two. The intensities of the 611.0 and 665.9 keV y-lines are 
e.q'iai *ith5n experiraental errors and their ordering was established from 
the prompt fractions (Table 2). Also in the B*/EC-decay of 2 0 0At [Dup85] 
the 665.Э keV transition is stronger than the 611.0 keV, so the three 
lowest levels are proposed to have 665.9 keV, 1276.9 keV and 1761.4 keV 
excitation energy. The sum of у-spectra in coincidence with the three 
lowest lying cascade transitions (A3'*.5 keV, 611.0 keV and 665.9 keV) is 
shown in Fig.IV-7. It presents ail transitions in 2 0 0Po excited in the 
reaction studied, assuming no other direct ground state feeding. 

Тле 61 ns delay between the 822.5.keV and 484.5 keV y-rays cannot be 
ascribed to a lifetime of the 1761.4 keV level, which is depopulated by 
the 484.5 keV transition, as the 374.0 and 484.5 keV transitions are in 
prompt coincidence (Fig.IV-6i). Therefore the isomerism has to be due to 
an additional state, which decays by an unobserved low energy transition 
(of x keV) to the 1761.4 keV level (the possibly value of x is discussed 
on page 40). Low energy transitions depopulating the 8* isomer are a 
common feature of all known even-mass Po isotopes (see chapter V.2). 
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Fig.IV.6. (continuation on next page) 
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Fig.IV.6. (continuation on next page) 
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Po (see five previous 
time gating conditions. 

10 ns) to the 484 keV 

Fig, IV-6. Spectra of 77 -coincidences for J 0 ° 
pages), with different energy and 
These are the events coming: 

(&) 8 * 24 ns after the 208 keV event, 
(b) >дО ns after the 208 keV event, 
(c) >80 ns after the 623 keV event, 
(d) в -г 24 ns before the 823 keV event, 
(e) >8C ns before the 484 keV evsnt, 
(f) 8 + 24 ns before the 484 keV event, 
(g) in prompt coincidence (i.e. within 

event and prompt to the beam burst, 
(h) prompt to the 611 keV event and prompt to beam, 
(i) prompt to the 666 keV event and prompt to b^am, 
(л) >80 ns after the 362 keV event, 
(k) prompt to the 335 keV event, 
(I) prompt to the 374 keV event, 
(m) in coincidence with the 540 keV event, 
(n) in coincidence with the 324 keV event, 
(0) >80 ns before the 208 keV event. 

Other conditions as described in chapter III.I. 
Table 1. Spectra are background corrected. and in 
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In parallel to the. 82?.5 keV line two coincident y-rays of 334.8 
and 487.7 keV appear. These transitions are delayed with respect to 
208.3 keV and precede the 484.5 keV transitions (Figs.IV-6abf). The 
prompt fractions (Table 2) of these transitions, as well as the energy 
balance uniquely determine their proposed sequence. 

A cascade of 324.0 and 534.5 keV reeds into the 1276.9 keV level. 
Their ordering is taken from the intensities and again confirmed by the 
2 0 0At decay [Dup85J. In parallel to this cascade a 374.0 keV r-гау is 
observed, which is, as already mentioned, in prompt coincidence to the 
48'!.5 keV line. Since the sum of the transition energies 324.0 keV and 
534.5 keV is exactly equal to the sum of 374.0 keV and 484,5 keV, it is 
evident that both cascades depopulate the same state at 2135.4 keV and 
feed into the 1276.9 keV level. 

The 2135.4 keV level is proposed to be depopulated in addition by 
the 361.8 keV transition feeding into the 61 ns isomer. The arguments 
for this are the following. The 361.8 keV r-ray transition precedes the 
484.5-621.0-665.9 keV cascade, as seen on Fig.IV-6j, and it is in 
coincidence with the 334.8 keV (Fig.IV-6k), and not with the 487.7 keV, 
374.0 keV (Fig.IV-61), 324.0 keV (Fig.IV-6n) and 534.5 keV transitions. 
Moreover, the prompt fractions of the 324.0 keV, 374.0 keV and 361-8 keV 
r-ray transitions are equal within the experimental errors (Table 2), as 
expected for transitions depopulating the same level. Other, than 
proposed, placement of the 3f'..8 keV has to result in a low energy 
transition giving an additional lifetime, and this was not observed. As 
the 374.0 keV transition populates the 6* state and the 361.8 keV 
transition feeds into the 8+ state, their energy difference uniquely 
determine the 8*-6* spacing as x = E(8+ )-E(6*) = 12.2±0.02 keV. This 
simultaneously establishes the excitation energies of the isomers as 
1773.6 keV for the 61 ns and 2596.1 keV for the 100 ns one, as well as 
the energy of the levels depopulated by the 487.7 keV and 208.3 keV 
transitions as 2261.3 keV and 2804.4 keV, respectively. 

The fact that 324,0 keV, 374.0 keV and 361.8 keV transitions are 
all in coincidence with the 334.8 keV r-гау (Fig.IV-6k), requires a 
transition connecting the 2261.3 keV and 2135.4 keV levels. Indeed, the 
125.7 keV line is seen in prompt coincidence with 324.0 keV (Fig.IV-6n), 
and with some other transitions. It is also apparent in conversion 
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electron spectrum, although it is weak. The energy-sum of 361.8 keV and 
125.7 keV is equal within experimental errors to 487.7 keV, confirming 
again the proposed sequence. 

The time spectrum of the 208.3 keV transition (Fig.IV-12d) shows a 
prompt component in addition to the 270 ns delay. Also the prompt 
fraction of the 208.3 keV line, established in an independent experiment 
(Table 2) differs trom zero, though with a large error. Therefore the 
level at 2804.4, which decays through the 208.3 keV transition, cannot 
be isomeric. Hence an unobserved transition of Л keV must exist, linking 
the 270 ns isomer with the 2804.4 keV level, aud the excitation energies 
of the isomer and all levels above it. are uncertain Ъу Д keV. The upper 
limit for tne energy of this transition can be given as Д<70 keV from 
conversion electron measurements (the lowrr threshold was at *55 keV 
electron energy). 

Л weak 942.3 k«V line was observed in the "catcher" experiment 
which means it is delayed. Its roughly determined heif-life T -200±100 
ns agroes w3th that of the 208.3 keV transition. It is cleariy before 
the cascade depopulating the 61 ns isomer at 1773.6 keV (Fig.IV-6e). 
Therefore this transition is placed as depopulating the 2715.9 keV level 
and feeding into the 1773.6 keV isomeric state. 

Six levels above the 270 ns isomer, at 3371.5+A, 3944.5+A, 
•Ч25.7+Д, 4307.8+Д, 44А6.5+Д and 4670.2+Д keV, are proposed basing on 
the following observations. The lines 502.0, 567.1, 573.0, 725.7, 754.2 
and 936.3 keV, shown in Fig.XV-6o, precede the 208.3 keV y-ray 
transition and are found to be prompt to the beam. The ordering among 
them is established from their intensities and mutual coincidences. The 
567.1 keV transition, as the most intense and as being in coincidence 
with the remaining five transitions, is proposed to feed into the 
2804.4+Д keV isomer. The 3371.5+A keV state is fed by three parallel 
transitions: 573.0, 754.2 and 936.3 keV, and the 3944.5+A keV level by 
two parallel transitions of 502.0 and 725.7 keV, as follows from the 
r-ray intensities and mutual coincidence relations. The 4670.2+A keV 
state, from which the 725.7 keV /-ray originates, is the highest level 
that could be assigned to 2 o oPo. 

In coincidence with the 546.3 keV transition, the only transitions 
observed correspond to the decay of the 2135.4 keV level. Therefore a 
level at 2681.7 keV is proposed. 
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Additional group of levels at 2962.5 keV, 3502.4 KH'J, .3625.4 keV, 

3689.7 keV and 4171.7 keV is proposed basing on the fact that in prompt 

coincidence with the 324.0, Ó34.5 and 374.0 keV lines toe 539.9-701.2 

keV cascade, as well as the 123.0, 187,3 and 4P2.O keV lines emerge (see 

for exampLe Figs.IV-olnwO . The ordering among theee tran.; ...t топь is again 
obtained from their intensities and coincidence relations. Since the 
proposed ordering between the 482.0 keV transitior depopulating the 
4171.7 keV level, and two parallel transition-; oi 1.23.0 and 18V.3 keV 
depopulating the 3625.4 keV and 36B9.7 keV levels, respectively, is 'at 
certain, the three iatter proposed levels might be misplaced. 

(ii) 

Fig.JV-8 displays the scheme of Po as extracted fj-'irn the 
experiments. Similarly to °To, t'.iree isomers occur. The upp«r.iiost ot.e. 
with a half-Hfe of 750 ns, decays mainly via the i <.(••.>;, '-1.2.3, 136 I, 
559.2, 553.5 and 605.0 keV cascade. These line.; -n e .seen in the 
projection spectrum tak-'en in the "catcher" experiment ,̂£'i£. v---?̂  ó:id in 
singles. 

Two other isomeric states (200 ns ću.i 29 na) again did.-.d vo f j.v the 
sequence of the ;-rays in the main cascade. ТЬе 126.0 keV transition 
precedes the 712.3 keV transition (Fig.IV-lOa) and [car transitions: 
136.1, 553.5, 559.2 and 605.0 keV folio-? it (Fig.IV-lOb).The ordering 
among the last four transitions is derived from their intensities and 
from the fact that certain transit!one- have been seen in coincidences 
with 605.0 and 553.5 &ut not with 55^.2 and 136.1 keV lines (e.g. ike 
650.1 keV line, as seen in Fig. 10c). This establishes the three 
lowest-lying levels at 605.0 кчУ, 1158.5 keV and 1717.7 keV, the 29 ns 
isomer at 1853.8 keV, the 200 ns isomer at 2566.1 keV and the level 
depopulated by the 126.0 keV at 2692.1 keV. 

As the 559.2, 553.5 and 605.0 keV cascade terminates the decay of 
the 750 ns isomeric state, a gate set on these lines should deliver all 
transitions belonging to this isomeric decay (assuming no other direct 
feeding to the ground state). Fig.IV-11 presents the spectrum of ^-rays 
from the catcher-foil in coincidence with these lowest transitions. In 
addition to the lines already mentioned, there are visible lines a*. 
210.4, 239.3, 241.2, 305.9, 367.1, 396.8, 471.1, 650.1, 716.6, 766.8, 
838.3 and 903.0 keV. 
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Fłg. IV-8. The level scheme of Po as obtained in the present 
investigation. The arrow widths are proportional to the 
у-transition intensities of Table 3. 

The topmost isomer (T
1/a=750 ns) *s depopulated by an unobserved 

low energy transition to the 2692.1 keV level, since the time spectra of 
the 126.0 keV (Fig.IV-12a) and 367.1 keV lines have a prompt component. 
The upper limit for the energy of this transition can be given as Д<90 
keV, because of difficulties in the observation of /-ray transitions 
below this energy in the recorded spectra (absorption, X-rays, electron 
conversion, electronic threshold). 
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Fig. IV-9. "Projection" spectrvm, i.e. n spectrum of /-rays in 
coincidence with any other ? -ray, obtained in the "catcher" 
experiment for Po. 

The level at 2692.1 keV decays by the 126,0 keV transition to the 
state at 2566.1 keV. Apart from this, the 2692Л keV level branches out 
through two other transitions: 838.3 and 36?.1 kaV. The former proceeds 
directly (as supported by the energy SVM) to the 29 os isomer at 1853.8 
keV. As the spins of the 750 iia and 29 ns are 12+ and 8* (see chapter 
IV.3), a transition connecting these states would have £4 multipolarity, 
and can be excluded. Thus one has to conclude that the 2692.1 keV level 

is not the 12* isomer. 

The level at 2566.1 keV is also isomeric with a half-life of 200 

ns. Similarly as in 2 O OPo, this level also decays via two parallel 

branches: 712.3 keV and 241.2-471.1 keV, to the isomer at 1853.8 keV. 

The ordering in the latter cascade is established from the analysis of 

prompt coincidences spectra with gates on the 241.2 and 471.1 keV lines, 

and this defines the level at 2324.9 keV. This level is also depopulated 

by the 210.4 keV transition, which feeds into the state at 2114.5 keV. 

The 2114.5 keV level decays by a 396.8 keV transition and two cascades: 

305.9-650.1 keV and 239.3-716.6 keV. The ordering in the former cascade, 
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Fig. IV-10. r7 -coincidence spectra for Po (see previous page). These 
are the events coming: 

(a.) 1500 + 50 ns before the 712 keV event, 
(b) 50 + 1500 ns after the 712 keV event, 
(c) prompt (±5 ns) to the 650 keV event. 

Other conditions: see chapter IT.I.l and Table 1. Lines 
denoted by R are radioactivity lines coincident with other 
activity у-ray of similar as gate energy. 

based on the transition intensities, establishes the 1808.6 keV level 
The sequence in the latter cascade is rather arbitrary, so the 
excitation energy of the intermediate state (1875.1 keV in the level 
scheme) is uncertain. 

The level at 2620.7 keV is depopulated by two parallel transitions: 
the 766.8 keV, populating the 29 ns isomer at 1853.8 keV, and 903.0 keV, 
feeding into the 1717.7 keV level. 

Apart from the ^-transitions described above, two prompt lines. 
575.0 KeV and 563.6 keV, were observed in the "multi-detector" 
experiment. Their sequence is based on the concidence reiation in 
respect to other transitions and on their intensities. The first one, 
575.0 keV, depopulates the 3663.5 keV, the highest observed level, and 
feeds into the level at 2888.5 keV, which decays by the other, 563.6 
keV, у-ray transition. 

Pig. IV-11. Spectrva of r-rays in coincidence with 559 keV, 553 keV and 
605 keV transitions in i9RPo obtained in the "catcher" 
experiment (see next page). 
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IV,3 Spin assignments 

(i) 2 O OPo. 

Spins and parities of the states in J O OPo have been assigned basing 
mainly on the results of the angular distribution and conversion 
electrons experiments. 

The main cascade contains the three stretched E2 transitions: 665.9 
keV, 611.0 keV and 48м.5 keV, indicating that the states at 605.0 keV, 
1158.5 keV and 1761.4, have the spins 2*, 4* and 6* , respectively. 

The isomeric state at 1773.6 keV, depopulated by an unobserved 12.2 
keV transition was assigned to Iw=8+ , because its g-factor and 
B(E2)-value (Table 5) agree very well with corresponding results for the 
known 8+ isomers in heavier Po isotopes. 

The value of the conversion coefficient for the 822.5 keV 
traflsition indicates it to be an E3 transition (Fig.IV-3abc). The 
angular distribution (Table 2) points to its stretched character. Hence 
the level at 2596.1 keV has l"=ll". Isomers with 1^=11" at about the 
same excitation energy are a common characteristic of all heavier even 
mass Po nuclei with As210. 

The angular distribution of the cascade transitions depopulating 
the 11" state, 487.7 keV and 334.8 keV, correspond to their stretched 
dipole and quadrupole characters, respectively. Therefore the spin of 
the intermediate state at 2261.3 keV is 1=9. Its parity has to be 
negative, because M2 multipolarity of 334.8 keV would result in a strong 
conversion electron line, which was not observed. 

Angular distributions and conversion electron measurements 
definitely determine El multipolarity for the 208,3 keV transition. Also 
its anisotropy obtained in the g-factor experiment (Table 5) agrees with 
а Д1=±1 dipole. Hence, the 2804.4 keV state can be either 12* or 10*. 
This state, as has been discussed before (page 41), is not isomeric 
itself but is located below an isomer. This isomeric state has to have a 
high spin, because no other decay, than this feeding the 2804.4 keV 
state, was observed. The results of the g-factor measurements (Table 5) 
suggest the dominant configuration of the isomer to be ^iT^,» so the 
highest possible spin is 12 and its parity is positive.. In lead, 



two-protons-less isotopes, the 12* isomer with almost the same magnetic 
moment and excitation energy are known [Ste83]. This strongly hints at 
I7'=12* assignment for 270 n.s isomer at 2804.4+Д keV. Since it is 
depopulated only via A keV transition to 2804.4 keV level, and no other 
branches of decay are observed, it is natural to assume that both states 
are members of tfce some vi. \2,2 snultiplet. Hence the 2804.4 keV level has 
to have ln-\0* . This is compatible with the 270 ns half-life of the 
isoraer assuming 15 keV < A < 70 keV. Such a sequence of 12* and 10* 
levels is also proven in 1 9 8 P o , 

The 3371.5+Д keV and 3944.5+A keV levels decay, according to the 
angular distribution measurements, by stretched quadrupole transitions, 
thus having «pins 14* and 16* , respectively. The angular distribution of 
the 725.7 ki'V transition suggests its Ш multipolarity, but the errors 
are large. Therefore the highest observed level in 7'00Po at 4670.2+Д keV 
has been tentatively assigned as (18+). The stretched dipole character 
of the 502.0 keV r-ray suggests a spin (17) for the state at 4446.5+Л 
keV. 

The spin assignments for the levels at 1811.4 and 2135.4 keV as 5 
and 7 are suggested by the angulnr distribution coefficients of the 
534.5 and 324.0 keV y-rays. The assignment of the 1=7 state is 
additionally supported by the angular distribution results for the 374.0 
keV. Since the L conversion coefficient obtained for the 125.7 keV 
transition (Table 2, Fig.IV-3c) excludes its M2 multipolarity and is 
consistent with E2, the parity of the 1=5 and 1=7 states is negative. 

Assignments of I^sll" (denoted as 11" in subsequent discussions) 
and l"=13" for the levels at 2962.5 and 3502.4 keV are based on the 
stretched E2-character of the 701.2 kaV «md 539.9 keV transitions. 

No sufficient experimental data were obtained to suggest spins for 
the levels at 2715.9 keV, 3625.4 keV, 3689.7 keV, 4171.7 keV, 4125.7+a 
keV and 4307.8+Л keV. 

(ii) 1 9 8Po. 

The spin assignment of the states belonging to 1 9 8Po is based on 
the results of the asymmetry (Table 3) and g-factor (Tables 4 and 5) 
measurements and by comparison to 3 O OPo, having a very resembling level 
scheme, and by comparison to other known Po isotopes. 



The stretched E2 characteristic of the 605.0 kaV, 55?.5 keV, 559.2 
keV and 136.1 keV transitions in the main са'тьАи, es inCerred from the 
angular distributions, suggest the spf.'i ж i tr.e parity of the states at 
excitation energies 605.0 keV, 1133.5 keY, 1717.7 keV aud 1853.8 keV as 
2* . n* , 6* and 8* respectively. In addition, the P-I К i polarity of \he 
136.1 keV transition (8+«* 6*; is also dp* ermined as K2 frca its t;t.ij 
conversion coefficient and the 8* assignment of the 1853.8 keV level is 
strongly supported by it? lifetime c-.id g-ractor- Froai the combined 
evidence the spin assignments arc firm. 

The E3-charactf!r of the 712,3 keV transit.iст., the g--ta.c-:.oi- results 
and the similarity to 3 o o P o , strongly suggest the ln=\\~ assignment for 
the 200 n.= isomerie state at 2566.1 kftV. The аьчшкетгу values of the 
241.,2 keV and the Л71 Л keV cascade transitions favors their E2 and 
dipole, respect i v'si}', character. As a consequence the 233 •'• Я KeV level 
has ln=0~. 

As the 2692..1 V.eV level decays by aa EJ traj-.sition '.a;-- .iuggrstcd by 
as>uiaie+ry results .and its tota; <;-Tivcrc:on) nf ^26,0 keV to ;1~ aiv' by <з 
367.1 keV tr-uTisiticr. with AI-±". (f-сз angular distiibu'.:bm'i ! Q 9", its 
spin is l'':lG*, This alsw agrees vi l.h the observed 83£ 3 keV >-ra> 

trausition to ti>.- СГ' state. 

The assignment of Xn^x2* for the isosnerie state at 2592, H A fcev 
follows from the subseqvtent ct.r̂ m&rtts. The g-factor results strongly 
suggest its (•>i ~ ̂  configuration. The адсау oi: this isotner to the TO* 

1 J * 2 
state with a lifetime compatible vith a single-particle esLimate for an 
E2-transition, and the fact thai: t±.is decay is the only one observed, 
point to its 1Я=12+ assigniEent. The analogy to 2 o o?o is very obvious, 
too. 

The cascade decay 9" - (210.4 keV, stretched E2 compatible.) -
2114.5 keV - (305.9 keV, stretched E2 compatible) - 1808.6 keV - (650.1 
keV, dipole compatible) - Ц* , and the dipole compatible decay of the 
2114.5 keV level to 6* state, suggest spins In=7" for 2114.5 keV level 
and 1Я=5" for 1808.6 keV level. 

I W=J1~ as the 563.6 keV transition has E2 character. (In discussiobs 
The state at 2888.5 keV excitation energy is suggested to have 
Г as the 563.6 keV trans it ior 

this state is also denoted as 11".) 
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:ror the states at (1875.1) keV, 2620.7 keV and 3663.5 keV only 
tentative suggestions of (64 ), С - * *") and (13~ ) assignment, respectively, 

IV.'• Lifetimes and transition probabilities 

In all experiments the 'Mme between the beam-pulse and the 
occurrencs ot a sî iiaj in each detector has been measured in the 
event-by-event nodr.. Therefore the data could be sorted for time 
distribution of a y-ray by gating u: its pbotopeak and subtracting the 
appropriate background. 

The time-decay curves of the "08,3 and 126.0 keV transitions 
depopulating the 12* isoan-.r :u 2 0 0Po and 39ttPo, respectively, are shown 
in Fig.iV—i2.id Ł The fitted exponentials, also shown in the figure, 
yielded the half-lives Г, _,., =270t5 n.s for 3 O OPo anri 750±50 ns for 1 9 8Po. 

The. 822.5 keV and '&<-.."j keV transitions in 3 O"po follow the decay 
of two avid three, respectively, isomers observed. The values of the 
involved lifetimes г.ал be obtained by fitting suitable theoretical 
multi-lev*;! functions со the decay-curves. Such fits have been performed 
but the results had largo errors. For example the half-life of the 11~ 
isomer turned out to be T. . =1GO±35 from the fit to the 822.5 keV 
decay-curve. The errors obtained by fitting the time distribution of the 
W . 5 keV transition were even larger. Therefore, for establishing more 
accurate half-lives of the 11" and 8+ isomers, another procedure was 
applied. 

To eliminate the contributions from preceeding isomers the elapsed 
time between a transition populating the isomer and a transition 
depopulating it was sorted out. Setting gates (1 and 2) on the 208.3 keV 
and 822.5 keV lines for 2 o oPo (126.0 keV and 712.3 keV for 1 9 8Po) the 
time difference T(l,2) between the occurrence of 1 and 2 was 
incremented. As the populating у-ray defined time zero for the time 
distribution of the outgoing transition, the spectrum gained this way 
should be a single exponential decay. However, in a gate on a given line 
one gets both photopeak and background events (i.e. L1=P1+B1, L2=P2+B2), 
so the sorted time spectrum contains not only peak-peak but also 
peak-background and background-background coincidences. To correct for 
this, also adequate backgrounds for Bl and B2 were sorted. The 
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100 200 

}. IV-12. Time-decay curves of the 1Ź , If and (? isomeric states in 
19aPo ća,b,c; and 20°Po (d,ft,f). (л) and (d) show the time 
relative to the beam-burst, (b,c,b,f) show the time relative 
to the feeding transition (see text for explanations). 
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-differences between line- and background-events (T(LliB2), 
T(L2,B1)). and between background-events (T(Bl,B2)) wore obtained. The 
elapsed time spectrum T(P1,?2) between peak-events was then constructed 
as 

T(P1,P2)=T(L1,L2)-T(L1,B2)-T(L2,B1)+T(E1,B2) (4.2) 

Spectra obtained in this manner are shown in Fig.IV-12bcef. The 
experimental points were fitted by an exponential folded with the 
Gaussian delector response function 

1(0) - Jdf e-^V^- 1') 2/^ 2] Г..З) 
The width of the Gaussian was evaluated from the fit to the elapsed 

tinie spectrum of two transitions being in prompt coincidence and having 
similar energy as the analyzed transitions. 

This procedure indeed delivered much more accurate results than 
fits with the 2 or 3-level formulas. All obtained half-lives are listed 
зп Та b 3 e i. 

The half-life determine? the total decay orobability of an isomer. 
If the transition energy, electron conversion, branching ratios and the 
multipoiarity are known, one can deduce individual 7-ray transition 
probabilities, too. Table 4 contains the reduced transition 
probabilities calculated using the formulas obtained from (2.3), (2.5) 
and (2.6) as 

B(.E2)= ° - 5 6 5 7 ' (4.4) 

for 6+ =* 6+ and 12+ =* 10+ transitions and 

B(E3). 1.214«106
 T (4.5) 

Ti/-2 [l+a-Tot(E3,ll"=»8+)+ R(l+aTot(E2,ll'=*9-))] b\ 

for 11" =* 8+ transitions. The reduced transition probabilities are given 
2 ? У 

in e fm and in Weisskopf units (square brackets), the half-times are 
in ns, the .^-transition energies in MeV, the conversion coefficients 
a_ were taken from [Ros83] and R is the ratio of ^-intensities of E2 

1 О tf 

and E3 transitions depopulating the 11" isomer (branching ratio). 
The energy of the transition depopulating the 12+ isomer is not 

known. Fortunately, for E2 multipolarity the denominator in (4.4), i.e. 
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Fig. IV-13. The (l-KtTot(E2))*I^, quantity as a function of transition 
energy. The K-, L- and M- electron binding energies are 
indicated. Conversion coefficients taken from [Sbs78]. 

(1+ot t)Ew is nearly constant for y-energies rarging between the 
binding energies of L- and K-electrons or M- and L-electrons 
(Fig.IV-13). One can therefore deduce two possible values for B(E2) and 
both these values are also listed in Table 4. 



ТьЫе 4. Properties of the isomeric states in 1 9 e Po and 2 0 ° Po: 
hall-lives T. ,. (in ns); energies JL (in keV) and transition 

i i i ' probabilities B(ES-) (in e for ) of gamma-ray transitions 
depopulating the isomers; g-factors. 

T , / 2 ( 8 * ) 
Еу(8*«*6+) 
B(E2,8+.*6+) 
g(8+) (b) 

E;.(ll"=*8+) 
E7 (U~-9~) 
R (c) 
В(ЕЗ,1Г=*8+) 

В;Е/,П"з» 9") 

Е(1Г) (Ь) 

•er(i2*^io+) 
B(E2,12+-»10+) 

g(12+) (b) 

198Po 
29(2) 

136.1(2) 
137(10) 

[2.0(1) W.u.] 
+0.91(3) 

200(20) 
712.3(1) 
241.2(2) 

0.075(10) 
5.7(6)*10* 

[25(3) W.u.] 
0.23(2) 

[3.4(3)*10~3W.u.j 
+1.10(5) 
750(50) 
unknown 

(d) 12(2) 
[.17(3) W.u.] 

(e) 53(4) 
[.77(5) W.u.J 
-0.155(3) 

«op o 

61(3) 
12.2(2) (a) 
655(35) 

[9.4(5) W.u.] 
+0.93(2) 

100(10) 
822.5(1) 
334.8(1) 
0.39(1) 
3.3(3)»10* 

[13.8(1:5) W.u.] 
0.36(4) 

f5.2(5)*10"3W.u.} 
+1.08(2) 

270(5) 
unknown 
32(5) 

[.46(6) W.u.} 
148(4) 

[2.1(5) W.u.] 
-0.149(2) 

a) unobserved transition, the energy was calculated from other 
transitions (see page 40) 

b) the g-factor values are corrected neither for Knight-shift nor for 
diamagnetic shielding 

c) R is the intensity ratio of the у-transitions If*<T and lf+(t 
calculated from the coincidence data gating on the transitions 
feeding into the If state (i.e. 126.0 and 208.3 keV in 1 9 8Po and 
2ooPorsp.) 

d) assuming that the transition is L-converted and using the value for 
(1-кхТоК)Е = 6.5(9)*10~Б MeV (Fig.IV-13) 

e) assuming that the transition is N-converted and using 
1.42(2)*1CTB Me\P (Fig.IV-13) 
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IV.5 Magnetic moments of the isomeric states 

The experimental distributions 1(0,t) of the ^-rays under the 
influence of an external magnetic field B, measured in a detector 
positioned at an angle в to the beam, were obtained by subtracting the 
time spectra gated by the selected transition and an appropriate 
background. The I(0,t)-spectra obtained in two detectors at angles в and 
O', properly normalized, were used for a creation of the spin rotation 
spectrum, defined as 

H(t) = 1(0,t) + 1(0',t) 

In the simple case of a transition below only one isomeric state 
with a negligible A coefficient, and for the geometrical arrangement 
used (i.e. 6=135°, ©'=225°, the most sensitive position for « 
determination), R(t) is described by a sine function (see Appendix B, 
formula (B.6)): 

ЗА 
sin(2w t) ^.7) 

where «, is the Larmor precession frequency. In such a case, A, and o>, 
can be easily determined by fitting this function to the data, and the 
g--factor g=hw /{и B) (see (2.14)) can be deduced. 

In the present cases, however, more lifetimes are usually involved 
and prompt feeding to all levels is possible. Then 1(0,t) and hence K(t) 
become more complicated functions. The analytic representation of 1(0,t) 
in this case (neglecting terms proportional to A , justified by the 
results of the angular distributions measurement (see Table 2)), as 
described in Appendix B, is 

1(0,t)= (4.8) 

coea1J)AaPa(cosei)] T T I 1 + <jSk c o e a 1 J ) A a P a ( c o s e i 
Г] (Л-.-А..) j 
ГА 

к fit of R(t)-function delivers more precise values of A and ы 
than the fit of 1(0,t), so R(t) created from 1(0,t) (eq. (4.6)) was used 
to fit the experimental spin rotation spectra. Time zero was fixed by 
the position of the prompt lines in the time spectra. 

In the case of 3 isomeric levels the R(t)-function has 9 
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parameters' the anguldr distribution coefficient A2 , the decay constants 
X . A. X . the Lannor frequencies о . Ł>,. «, , and the side-feedings f, , 
f„ in addition the positions of the detectors, 9 and 0', have to be 
treated sometimes a? free parameters. It was impossible to fit ail of 
these parameters simultaneously, Therefore the following procedure was 
USlrfi . 

The detectors w?rn plactci at the angles 0=135° and ©'=225°(=-135*) 
relative to the biam direction. In the magnetic field applied 
B=1.6ó±0.01 I the incoming Ьеаш becomes deflected changing the effective 
angles. The angles '••elaiive to the deflected beam were obtained by 
fitting the l-levei fvumla to the time distribution of the 208.3 keV 
transition in 2 0 0Po and ii'.u.O keV in 1 9 e P o . This gave 0=141*1° and 
6>'=230*1° (it means the argfle of deflection was 6°). Figs.IV-14ad 
present the best least-squares fius of the 1-level formula to R(t) of 
the i26.0 keV .nnd 208.3 keV lines, with A and d> as free parameters. 
These fits resulted h-. A, =-0.137±(\006 and « t =-0.01135±0.00015 ~ for 
the 208.3 keV line in 2С>сРо; К. =-0.17±0.01 and w =-0.01232±0.00020 — 
tor the 126.0 keV line in Po. (The negative value of the Larmor 
frequencies correspond to t.hc negative value of the g-factors). 

The parameters в and 9', as well as the decay constants \, , X. , \_ 
1 л 3 

(obtained from the lifetimes determined as described in chapter IV.4) 
ware fixed in all subsequent fits. The value of o> , obtained for the 
first isomer, was used as a fixed parameter for fitting the 2-level 
formula of R(t) to the 822.5 keV transition in 2 O O P o and 712.3 keV in 
1 9 8 P o (Figs.IV-14be). For this case the parameters A2 , « 2 and f2 were 
free, and the results were A,sO.28*0.08 md со, =0.0859*0.0015 — for the 
822.5 keV line; A =0.34±0.15 and U>,=0.08Y5±0.0035 ^— the for 712.3 keV 
line. 

In the 3-level case only A,, <•> , f and f, remained as free 
2 3 2 3 

parameters. Figs.IV-14cf exhibit R(t) and fitted curves in this case. 
The results of the fit were A =0.16*0.02 and «,=0.0739*0.0015 -— for the 

-inn * • 3 « n > 

48A.5 keV line in * o o Po; A,=0.17*0.03 and u , =0.0723*0.0020 i— for the 
559.2-keV line in i 9 8 P o . 
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Fig. IV-14. Spin-rotation spectra £(t) of the if , If and в* isoineric 
states in 19ЬРо (ъ,Ъ,с) end 20°Po (d,e,f) in external 
magnetic field of 1.66 T. Solid lines represents the best 
Jeast-square fit. Detailed fit results are in Table 5-
Dashed lines are to guide the eye. 
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(JO 

Fig. IV-15. Examples of H(t)-functions for different combinations of 
signs of Ai and g-factor *.n the case of unsymmetrical 
positions ot detectors (0=-4f , ©'=+5°;. 

For A *0, the 0-3=90 geometry used here maximizes the amplitude 
oi: the oscillations and A, and <.;, can be fitted with good accuracy. 
However for the used symmetric geometry (e*180°-45°» 9' *180°+45°) only 
the sign of the product gA can be determined. Placing detectors 
unsymmetrically, e.g. at 0=-45° and в'=5°, one can deduce the signs of 
A and g separately (cf. Fig.IV-15). Although the signs of A. were known 
from the angular distribution experiment (Tables 2 and 3)i an internal 
consistency test was performed with two additional detectors at -45 and 
+5°, giving independent determination of the signs of A and g-factor. 

Table 5 lists the results of the fitting procedure performed by 
means of code OTTO [Men83]. The g-factor values obtained from o, are 
presented in Table 4. 
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Table 5. Results of the fit of the X-level R(t)-fimction (eq. (4.6) and 
(A.8)) to the experimental time spectra of different 
transitions in i 9 e Po and 2lJ<i Po. X «di,; are in ;i.s~ i ; в a n d © ' 
in degree. Parameters which »i-re fix-.:d are without errors. The 
;:i<3gnetic field was B-l,66(l) "csl.3. 

E, 

A 2 
Xi 
Wl 
f2 
\2 
b>2 
f3 
Хз 
« 3 
в: 
о- • 

S: 

!2b.0 722.3 

-.1~{1) .34•15} 
: .РПР924 .0009'. 4 
: -.012 У2 (20) -.01252 

.10(8) 
; .OOl'if'fr 
: .0875(35) 

140(2) 140 
2.";0(2) 230 
1 2 

559.2 

.17(3? 

.00092-4 
-.01232 
.20(10) 
.003466 
.0875 
.35(10) 
.02390 
.0723(20) 
J40 230 
n. 

•JO?. 3 

~. i37('j! 
.0025--7 

-.01185(15) 

141(1} 
230(1) 

1 

i 0 O P 0 
822,5 

.28(8) 

.002567 
-.01185 
.10(5) 
.006432 
.0(159(15) 

2 :•'..-

A8'..5 

.16(2-

.0025:-'' 
-.01185 
.15(10) 
.006932 
.0859 
.35(10) 
.01136 
.0739(15) 
141 230 
:>. 

IV.6. Quadrupole moments of the 8 states 

A wini!ar analysis of the perturbed angular riisLributior Л5 for the 
i 1'Л traction with the magnetic iieJ<) vas applied to vht; r-'Ŝ its of thr-
pert \ir bat I or. due to the electric field gradient. In thur case a spin 
rotation function D(t) was defined as 

D(t) = I(0',t) - 1(90°,t) (4.9) 
1(90 ,t) 

where 1(0,t) is the time spectrum after proper normalization and 
background subtraction. 

The D(t)-function is more complicated than the spin rotation 
function B(t) used for the magnetic interaction. Since the quadrupole 
sublevel splitting is not equidistant (ste (2.15)), the spin precession 
contains a number of frequencies, depending on the spin and geometry. 
All these frequencies are, however, multiples of a basic frequency o> , 
and the basic period TQ of the modulation is given by the smallest 
sublevel splitting: 

1 T =wo= 3e 2Qq * f 1 for I integer 
1 ( 21 - I) h \ 2 for I half integer (4.10) 

where Q is the electric quadrupole moment of the nuclear state with 
spin I and eq is the extranuclear electric field gradient. 
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time [ns] 
Fig. IV-16. Spin-rotation spectrum D(t) for the 8* isomer in * Po under 

influence of an EFG of Bi-crystal. 

Fig.IV-16 shows an example of the D(t) spectrum. This spectrum was 
fitted to the theoretical function [Fra65] 

where the a " coefficients are given by associated Legendre 
polynomials describing the geometrical arrangement, the coefficients 
A = В A are determined by the alignment parameter Bfel and the A are determined by the alignment parameter Bfel 
angular distribution parameter Kvo, and the perturbation functions к 2 

» 2 («Л2) kt . k2 
contains the information on the quadrupole interaction. The coefficients 
s*J'k2 and afc" k 2 are tabulated [Daf79]. The fitting procedure [Men83], 
applied to the experimental results for 2OOPo, as well as for ao*Po and 
2O6Po [Mah83], resulted in determination of the basic frequencies « 0 and 
the coupling constants e3qQ/h presented in Table 6. 

To extract the values of the quadrupole moment eQ one has to know 
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the electric field gradient eq. This value was taken from the coupling 
constant e3qQ/h=161±6 MHz measured by Maier at al. [Mai85] for 8* state 
in 2 1 oPo using the same Bi-crystal host, and from the calculated 
quadrupole moment for the 8+ state in 2 1 oPo. The ]atter one was obtained 
from the experimental B(E2,8*«*6+) using formulas (2.11), (2.4), (2.3) 
ami (2.19) and assuming that both 8* and 6+ are of pure n\*2 
configuration (see chapter V.2). 

The values of the quadrupole moments normalized in this way are 
listed in Table 6. It should be noted that in the method used only the 
absolute values IQI can be measured, since the sublevel energy depends 
quadratically on the z-component of the spin (2.15). 

Table 6. Results of quadrupole moment measurements. 
A 

200 
204 
206 

210 

e2Qq/h [MHzj 
389(8) 
322(4) 
287(2) 
161(6) 

IQi [fin2] 
138(7) 
114(5) 
102^4) 

57(2) 

IV.7. Comparison with existing data 

Previous to the presented experiments and results, only the first 
three excited states in 2 o oPo were known from the observation of delayed 
r-rays [Nag72]. No information on the levels in 1 9 ePo was available. For 
3 o oPo some data became available in the course of this work from the 
в* /EC-decay of 2 0 0At (private communication [Dup85j), and from an 
in-beam study with the 1 9 40s( 1 2C,6n) reaction [Wec85]. 

In the aooAt-decay [Dup85] levels up to the 9" state were observed 
and the assignments agree with the present results. The in-beam study of 
Weckstróm et al. [Wec85] results in a very similar level scheme, with 
the following exceptions: 

(i) They placed the 208 keV transition between the 12* and 11" 
isomer, while, as discussed in chapter IV.2, an intermediate 10* state 
is required. 

(ii) Instead of the 125.7 keV line from 9~ to 7" they present a 
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100.7 keV transition and an unobserved line as a link between these two 
states through an additional intermediate state. The 100.7 keV line is 
not present in our data. 

(iii) The present level scheme determines the energy spacing 
between the 6+ and 8+ states, that could not be deduced in [Viec85, 
Dup85}. 

(iv) As the 194 Osf1 "C,6n)-reaotion, used by Weckstróra et ał., 
populates the proifipt cascade above the 9~ level rcore strongly, they 
ccuid assign tentative spins to higher lying states in this sequence 
feeding into the 9~ . 

(v) The measured half-lives agree, except for the 8* state, for 
i th( 

[Wec85]. 
which the present value is T =61±3 ns compared with T =S>0±15 ns in 
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V. DISCUSSION 
One of the reasons for studying neutron-deficient polonium isotopes 

was given by the results of calculations of MoDer and Nix [M6181]. They 
predict a region of well-deformed neuLron-deficient nuclei with Z>82 
(Fig.V-1). For polonium nuclei this region was predicted for fKllO. 

The 1J>8Po and 2 o oPo nuclei (with N=114 and 116, respectively), the 
lightest polonium isotopes studied so far, are close to this region and 
might already show some signs of collective properties. Mo Her and Nix 
predict a small prolate deformation of the groundstate for these nuclei. 
In this chapter the properties of 1 ? &Po and 2 0 0Po are discussed in 
comparison with other nuclei and systematical trends are sought for. 

JQ 

-10 
106 110 114 118 122 126 130 

Neutron number 
Fig.V-1. The calculated [Mi 181] ground-state electric quadruple moments 

for Po (solid line) and for Pb, Bi, At, Rn and Ra (dashed or 
dotted lines) isotopes. 

In Fig.V-2 selected levels of even mass polonium nuclei are shown 
as function of A. The similarity of all these isotopes is remarkable. 

The energies of the two lowest excited states, 2* and 4+ do not 
vary significantly in all Po-nuclei with A<210. They are the subject of 
the discussion in chapter V.I. 
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Fig.V-2. Selected levels of even-mass polonium isotopes from A=198 to 
A=210. Data for A=198,200 are from this work and for A>202 are 
from [Yam67, Yam70, Hag71, Fan71, Nag72, Beu76, №u76, Led78, 
HarBl, Dra82, Bel83, Rah87]. 
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In all presented nuclei the 3+ state is isomeric- Their lifetimes 
decrease with decreasing neutron number,- whilń their energy slightly 
increases. The electromagnetic properties ЙГ these isomers are discussed 
in chapter V.2. 

Another iscmer observed in «11 polonium ir.oi'opes is the 11" state. 
Its lifetime increases with decreasing neutron ri amber ind its excitation 
energy is almost constant. The properties с i this isomer and its 
ЕЗ-decay to the 8+ state are presented in chapter V-3. 

In the three lightest Po-isotopes aiso a 12* isonwr is seen. This 
isofneric state, its electromagnetic properties and the discussion of 
other "neutron" states are presented in chapter V.4. 

V M . The 2 + and 4 + levels 

As a measure of the collective structure of a nucleus the епег.гу 
ratio E(4* VE(2* >, iadicated as R(4/2), can be used. It wrjes from R<2 

I. ' x 

for a fev.-nuciecr, shell model configuration, trough 'l>-2 '-'сг a 
vihrationai nucleus and to '.'-3.33 for a deformed 5-ynmetr'• с rotor, 
R('V2)=2 and J;(4/2)=3 are the. I i »r i t я abovfi which OJJO conventionally 
assumes that collectivity and deformation, respective!у, set In. Thus 
for R«<2 or R>3 one can expect reasonable agr-eo.ment with the vibrational 
or the rotational models, respectively. 

These K-values are plotted versus the neutron uumber for even-A 
polonium isotopes in Fig.V-3a. 'liiey rise from 1.2 for N=126 to 1.92 for 
N=114. Even for the lightest known poi oniurn-nuclei these ratios do not 
approach the rotational limit, but are very close to the vibrational 
value. For comparison, the data for radon nuclei (having two protons 
more) are presented in rhe same plot. These R(A/2)-values are 
systematically slightly larger than for Po nuclei, with R( 2 0 4Rn, N=118) 
even exceeding the R=2 limit. 

IBA calculations by Zemel and Dobes [Zem83] reproduce R(4/2) quite 
well. The small discrepancy between experimental and theoretical values 
for polonium nuclei increases with decreasing neutron number. This might 
be a consequence of taking the IBA parameters fitted to Rn-nuclei. 
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Fig.V-3. Systeaatics of X(4/2) and E(2+) values in Po (circles) and Rn 

(triangles) isotopes versus neutron number (a, c) and versus 
the product N N (b, d). The data for Po are as for Fig.V-2 and 
for Kn are from [Pol79, HorBl]. The solid (for Po) and dashed 
(for Rn) lines represent the results of IBA calculations 
[Zem83]. 

The onset of nuclear deformation is supposedly caused by the 
proton-neutron interaction (ex. [Tal79]) with the most essential role 
played by the quadrupole-quadrupole term [Ska88]. Consequently, the 
deformation should be related to the number of neutrons and protons 
involved. Therefore, Casten [Cas85] suggested that the collective 
properties of nuclei, as the 2*-state excitation energy E(2*) or R(A/2), 
mainly depend on the number of valence neutron-proton combinations, i.e. 
on the product NnNp of neutrons and protons outside the nearest shell 
closure. This parametrization was successfully applied for the mass 
regions A=»100, A* 130, A=»150 [Cas85] and A*220 [Ciz85]. The R(A/2) or 
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E(2+) values which constitute separate curves for different Z vhen 
plotted against neutron number, could be combined into a single curve as 
a function of N N . This supports the conetvp'ion of .4 N -par electrization 
as a helpful aid in the unified treatment of the collective changes in 
nuclear structure. 

In all previously considered ceses, however, iieutrons and protons 
rere both particles. For Po- and Rn-data one h. ? to consider products of 
proton particles and neutron holes. As shown in Fig,V-3bcd also for 
these cases the E(2+) and R(4/2) can be well combined into common curves 
over N N . (The negative sign of К N reflects th« neutron boles). 
Moreover, the P(V2) systematics intersect the vibrator limit H-2 at 
nearly the same |N N |«= 28 as for actinides [Ciz85]. Up to jN N j =28 the 
curves for Po-Rn snd actinides proceed similarly. 

It is surprising that the N N parametrization seem.-: to work here 
as well, because the residual interaction in the she i i model is much 
weaker for proton particles end neutron holes aó compared to the case 
where both types of nuclaons are either particles or hoi -a [LonSOJ. A 
vague suggestion to reconcile this is tkdt roainly the neutron orbita^s 
p. .,, f „ ., and p.,,, are of <«ay influence in this context; sit N=116 the 
Fermi surface is below these orbita Is and they are mainly 
quasiparticles, and not quasiholes. 

V.2. The 8* isomers and 6* states 

A common feature of all known neutron deficient Fo-isotopes with 
even N is the appearance of an 8+-isoraer, which is believed to be of 
quite pure w h г configuration. The trend of their energies and isomeric 
half-lives is seen in Fig.V-2. A smooth trend is evident, and 
consequently one expects, for all of them, the same structure, most 
naturally related to the wh 2 configuration. A direct proof of this 
character comes from the measured magnetic moments. The established 
properties of the 8*-isomers, i.e. their g-factors, quadrupole moments 
and B(E2) transition probabilities are discussed in detail below. 

g-FACTOSS. The g-factor g(J) of a two particle state |J> of spin 
3st1+'f1 is related to the single particle g-factors g(jl), g(j2) by the 
formula (2.20). For identical particles, i.e. jl=j2=j one gets 
g(J)=g(j)- Therefore, if the 8* states in Po really have a pure "h^ 
configuration, their g-factor should be identical with that of a single 
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proton iг. the hc orbital. This can be checked by comparing with the 
g-factor of the 2 Bi ground state, since this nucleus possesses one 
proton in the h shell outside the doubly-magic 2O8Pb-core. This 
g-factor is known with high accuracy and its value is 0.9135±0.0001 
[Led78]. The measured g-factors of the polonium isotopes are presented 
in Table 7. They indeed agree with that of 2 0 9Bi within 21, which 
confirms not only their rrh2 -assignment but also that this 
configuration is remarkably pure. Small deviations from the value for 
2 0 9Bi were the subject of many studies [Mai72, Hau76]. The main reasons 
for this additivity violation are: 

1) admixtures of other configurations to the b* (ex. wh„,.f„y) 
ii) a change in the magnetic core polarization compared to to that 

in 2 O 9 B i , 
These small effects are not discussed at present as the 

experimental errors for Po and Po were too large to allow any 
further conclusions. 

Q-MOMENTS, EFFECTIVE CHARGES AND E2-TRANSITI0N RATES. The 
experimental values ~Л В(Е2,8+=* 6+) are known for all of the polonium 
isotopes considered here and, in addition, static electric quadrupole 
moments were measured for the 8+ states in 2 O O P o , 2 O 4 P o , 2 O 6 P o , 2 O 8Po 
and "iloPo. Assuming that the 8+ and 6* are always pure " h 2

/ 2 states, 
their E2-moments can be expressed by a single parameter: the effective 
charge of the h proton. The effective charge e ff can be extracted by 
comparing the experimental and theoretical B(E2,8*=> 6+>-values (see 
formulas (2.3), (2.4), (2.19) and (2.16)). For calculating the 
theoretical values the radial integral (2.17) was evaluated as 
<h jr2 |h ., >=34.6 fm2 from the wave functions of Blomqvist and 
Walhborn [Blo60]. The experimental B(E2) transition probabilities and 
the effective charges e^ f f deduced from them are presented in Table 7. 
Alternatively the effective charge can be deduced from the measured 
quadrupole moments of the 8* states (formulas (2.11), (2.19), (2.16) and 
(2.17)). The experimental electric quadrupole moments (or rather their 
absolute values), and the effective charges e° deduced from them are 
also presented in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Electromagnetic properties of в* isomers in Po nuclei based on 
experimental data of this work and [Bra.73 tl&u76, Led78, Mah83, 
Ros85, Mai85]. 

A 

198 
200 
202 
204 
206 
208 
210 

g-factor 

.91(3) 

.93(2) 

.927(9) 
•92(1) 
.92(1) 
.919(1) 
.914(1) 

B(E2) 
[e2fm4] 

137(10) 
655(35) 
365(50) 
278(10) 
190(15) 
117(7) 
83.0(12) 

Ге] 
2.15(9) 
4.69(13) 
3.50(24) 
3.06(6) 
2.53(10) 
1.98(6) 
1.67(1) 

IQ! 
[efm2] 

_ 
138(7) 

-
114(5) 
102(4) 
90(4) 
57(2) 

4. 

3 . 
2 . 
2. 
1. 

[e] 
-

02(20) 
-
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62(12) 
67(6) 
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Fig.V-4. The effective charge of h9/2 proton in Po isotopes obtained 

from measured quadrupole moments of the 8* state and from 
measured B(E2)-values of the 8*•+(? transitions. (Sources of 
data as for Table 7). 

Fig.V-4 shows the trend of the effective charge of the \/г proton, 
as derived both from B(E2)-values and quadrupole moments, as a function 
of neutron number. The underlying model assumption is that the 8* and 6* 
states are pure ffh*/3 and only the E2 polarizability of the core changes 
slightly. Thus the B(E2)-values and the quadrupole moments should result 
in the same effective charges. 
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Indeed, both values agree quite well with each otheri roughly 
justifying the simple model, and both show a systematic rise with 
decreasing neutron number. Such an increase, up to nearly e ff=5e for 
N=116, needs some additional discussion. 

The concept of an effective charge is that one describes the 
electromagnetic properties of nuclei using the single-particle shell 
model wave function (wh * in present case) and takes account of 
admixtures of other configurations, primarily excited states of the 
core, that are not explicitly included, by using a renorraalized 
О(£2)-operator (with e in place of e in (2.2a), see also chapter II). 
These omitted configurations can be microscopically understood as 
particle-hole (mainly proton) core excitations with Д1=2. The amplitudes 
of this excitations in the full wave function (see (2.21)) are small, 
but adding coherently, magnify the E2-moments. To describe the effective 
charge in terms of these ignored configurations» a knowledge of all 
Oiixing amplitudes is needed, and this is difficult in practice. 

Alternatively, one may abandon the strictly spherical shell model 
basis and consider the valence particles as moving in a slightly 
deformed potential well [Hau82]. The orbitals are still classified by 
their angular momentum, which is still considered as a good quantum 
number under neglect of the symmetry breaking due to the small 
deformation. In this approach all contributions to the effective charge 
are simulated by the static quadrupole deformation of the core, and the 
measured static quadrupole moment consists of two components: 

1) 0 - the quadrupole moment of the valence particles carrying 
bare nucleon charges, 

2) Q - the quadrupole moment of the core. 

Q can be calculated from (2.11), (2.19), (2.16) and (2.17) (with 
e^ =e), and Q can be expressed in terms of the deformation parameter 
/?, assuming that the core has the shape of an uniformly-charged 
axially-symmetrical ellipsoid. In this case 

Qc = 75- ZeR2fl 
where Ze is the charge of the core, and R=r A 1 / 3 is its average radius 
(for r the typical value of 1.27 fm can be assumed). В is the 
deformation parameter approximately associated with the average radius R 
and the difference AR between the radii perpendicular and parallel to 
the symmetry axis via formula 
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Hence for the (jrhc/3 )8+-state one has 

Q- f(8) 

where f(8) = 8*13/(9*19) is the factor transforming the intrinsic 
quadrupole moment to the spectroscopic (2.12). 

Replacing Q by the experimental value, the deformation parameter 3 
can be extracted. Since the sign of the quadrupole moment has not been 
established experimentally, two solutions of в are possible. In Table 7 
only the negative values (i.e. oblate shape of the core) are listed in 
accordance with the sign of the theoretical single-particle quadrupole 
moment for proton particles. The obtained values of 8, small for all 
Po-isotopes (less 5% even for 2 O OPo), reflect the increase of the 
effective charge with the number of neutron holes, but all the studied 
polonium nuclei can be regarded as spherical in their 8+ states. The 
increasing polarization of the weakened core by the aligned valence 
protons has similarly been observed in At and Rn isotopes [Mah87]. 

An increase of the core deformation parameter 3 with decreasing 
neutron number can be qualitatively explained in the framework of the 
deformed independent particle model (DIPM) proposed by Matsuyanagi et 
al. (Mat78] (see also chapter II). In this model the core deformation 
Ss-Cj /C3results from a balance between energy gained from the valence 
particles (C ) and energy lost in deforming the core (C ). Since the 
core stiffness parameter С is proportional to the second derivative of 

„ d2e.(5) 
the Nilsson energy of the core orbitals (C, =* > Ц; ), the core 3 f A32 
orbitals with a large quadratic dependence on deformation near 3=0 give 
the largest contribution to the core stiffness. Such orbitals are the 
pp i / 2 and ^P 3 / 3 just below the N=126 gap. By removing neutrons from 
these orbitals С is lowered and |fl| increases. Since the configuration 
polarizing the core (ffh|/2) is of particle type, the sign of C± is 
positive and 3 is, as expected, negative. 

Small but significant differences between e0 and eB,. are seen for 
Po and Po, which implies that in these cases some other 

configurations are admixed to the 8* or 6* state or to both. Another 
explanation would be that the quadrupole coupling to the core, which 
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leads Lo the eifectiv; charg*.-, depends on the angular momentum of the 
tw.-i-prot-on stits, A'oi^inv microscopic speculations a simple 
phenomenc logi cal txpl edition o-ia be considered. 

The def..--ration of the c>re, according to the DIPM, is driven by 
the mass quacirupole moment <•? the single particles» For the same 
configuration: the moments of the mass and charge distribution are 
TDroportioridl to each other, '̂ .-eause the intrinsic electric quadrupole 
am:m-nt of the (nh^,,1./ ) configuration is ssaller then of the (rcĥ  ,3*) 
configuration (QQ (r's'v. 2 - 1 + ) / % {>^ /.,8

+) " 0.235, as follows from (2.11), 
(2.12) and (2.19)), Lhe core deformation in the-, ó+ state should be 
smaller than in tne 3+ state If the deformations of the initial and 
fina' states ot the cor*: are different, the transition probability is 
reduced compared to the ransicicn probability between states of the 
same detention [Lob75j. Quali cativeiy this would explain, that the 
effctiva charge trom B(E2,p'=--> 64 )--value is smaller on average. At the 
same time the oecreas-r- of the energy difference between the 8* and 6* 
levels ot ca. 80 kev' when g'ung frcro neutron magic 2 1 o P o to 2 O 8 P o and 
206p 0 ^g accouilte(i for because .гюге deformation energy is gained in the 
8* state than in the ó+ .?tatr;, 

Frr 1 9 e P o !:he quadrupole moment w-;s not measured but the effective 
charge extracted from the B(E2)-value rapidly drops by a factor of 2.2 
compared to 2 0 0 P o . Besides that, the energy spacing 6*-8* is increased 
compared to the heavier isotopes (Fig.V-2), where a systematic increase 
of E(6+ ) with increasing number of neutron holes is observed. This might 
be explained by an onset of additionaJ contributions to the 6* state 
configuration, possibly other proton configurations (as nho .,f„ , _ ) , but 
more probably admixture of neutron configuration, with the increase of 
the number of valence neutron holes. The approach of E(6*)/E(2*) to 3 
(=2.85) also points to a more vibrational character of the 6+ state. A 
transition from a two-proton to a vibrational state mainly involving 
neutron excitations would be hindered. 

V.3. The 11" isomeric states 

The 11" state was identified in all even-mass Po nuclei from A=198 
to A=210, and it is isomeric in all of them. Its g-factor was measured 
for A=198, 200, 202, 208 and 210 (Table 8). The g-factors are equal 
within errors in all cases, which allows the assumption that these 
isomers have the same main configuration as the 11" isomer in the closed 
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Fig.V-5. Ti'f B(L3) -values for the ^ ' / i Q / 2 i . ,/2- .гО=>(пЛ9Ji,. <r<ł) transit 

in Po isotopes. Sources of experimental dat* г.ч lor Fit'.l'--2. 

neutron shell 2 1 o P o , i,e. 7rhc i ч, 2 • Also the excitation energy of this 
isomer remains approximately constant i or all isotopes. 

In four cases: 1 9 8 P o , 2 0 0 P o , 2 O 2 P o and 2 1 ofo the decay of the 11" 
state by an £3-transition to the 8+ state has been observed. The 
measured B(E3)-values are also listed in Table 8 and drawn versus 
neutron number in Fig.V-5. A rapid »increase of thc-yn values with 
decreasing neutron number is apparent [Maj86]. For N=114 the B(E3)=25 
W.u. becomes more than six times that for 2 1 О Р о with the mogic neutron 
number N=126 and approaches the strength of the collective 3~=» 0+ 

transition in 2 0 8 P b , for which B(E3)-33±2 W.u. [BerOS]. This evidence 
indicates, that despite mentioned above configuration consistency, 
important configuration changes in the 11" isomer take place. 

Table 8 contains the effective charge of the E3 11"=> 8+ transition 
calculated by means of formulas (2.3), (2.4), (2.16) and (2.18) with a 
radial integral (2.17) <ho,, |r3 Ii, , , >=238 fm3 [BoM75,p.565J. The 
effective octupole charge of 20e for Po is indeed large compared to 
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6e as obtained fir tr-.? si;iglv ps r 1. i с 1-a ;t i t 3 / => ̂ h ^ . ^ transition in ' l ) vBi 
[BoM75,p.565J. 

Tablu 8. Fleernmegnetic properties of 11' isomer in Pa nuclei /'sources 
of experimental dfi'.-i aj for Fig.V-2). 

?-l:actor B(E3) j.104 e'fro6] 

!98 1.10(5) 5.7(6) 19.7(10) 
200 i.0fi(2) 3.3(3) 15.0(6) 
202 1.08^) 1.84(4) 11.2(1) 
:08 1,12(4) 
210 1.102(8) 0.95(6) 8.0(2) 

Nuclei in this m-.isi, region often exhibit fast E3-transilions with 
up to 50 W.'.i. [Ber85] . However, all knov»u fast E3-transitiors proceed 
frora rri $^ => uf^ ̂  or i'j.,-/2=> -'g_ / , > or respective mixtures of both. 
This ib interpreted [ВоМ(>9.p.340; BoM75)p.5ó^| as resulting from an 

admix+ure or the 3" or.tnpole excitation vn the 2OrtPb core to the 

single -particle states. In this case the xiiva function of the initial 

state has tiie form 

and 

In addition to the rri => wf single-particle transition strength 

also the collective strength of the 3 =* 0 transition contributes and 

interferes constructively. The admixture amplitude is proportional to 

the particle-vibration coupling matrix element ([BoM75], p.418, formula 

(6-209)) containig exactly the same Clebsch-Gordon coefficient as the 

single-particle matrix element, i.e. <13/2 1/2 3 OJ7/2 l/2>, and the 

same radial matrix element <f_ ., |r3 | \t >• 

In contrast, the n i 1 3 / 2 " *
 я п

9 / 2 ^ 3 transition, which involves a spin 
flip, is slower by a factor of 15.'This is because the ratio of the 
single particle B(E3)-values.-

3 o|7/a i/2> < f ? / 2 |r3 | Ц 3 / 2 

. 3 / 2 1 / 2 3 О | 9 / 2 1 / 2 > < h o . , | r 3 | i 

with <f7 / 2 | r 3 | i 1 3 / . 2 > * -196 fni3 and < h c / 2 | r 3 | i t 3 / 2 > «= 237 fm3 as 
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calculated from the wave functions of [fcjc* •-.-]. A is-.- i'ho adwix •. •.•.••e 
amplitude of the 3~ actupole stale of 2 0 ePb. лгс /15 rii:,es smaller (as 
results from the formula (6-209^ in [BoM'<.r.\T ,i. This is, in both ceses, 
formally only due to the Cleh'^h-Gordon coefficients r.r.d expresses the 
fact that the or tupcie; oper.vcr dons ::•:' *.et on 'he spin of the 
particles. 

Taking into account the i .. =» f„ ,, i.onf iruration favoring fact.rr of 
15, the measured value of B(L3)=25±3 w.u. in 19>3Pc indicates ihće^d a 
very fast transition. The possible explanations are explored belc». At 
first two simple assumptions of configuration mixing in either the 11" 
cr Q state are treated in detail. 

i) ll" PURE, 8* MIXED. Let us assume that the 11" state ins a o-ire 
who ,-i, , ,., conf i gyration (or more precisely as pure as in ' ! ' ?o) and the 
84 stat;: in of the type 

|8+> - A Z 7 \nl:l/3> + Q !"r>P,2f
7.V 

An admixture of ?ih .f (, whi.cn would enhance B'l.i;, is quite 
probable sir.̂ .e the nh and wf, orbitals arc fair'y nose in eneryy 
(900 keV in " Bi). However, the measured g-factor of eh-- P> level 
indicates a rolher pare r.h * configuration (see chaptt:..- V.2). A 
possible admixture of the (rch. ,.fr. ...) conf iguratioti car; be estimated 
from this g-factor, taking into account also the experimental errors. 

The reduced matrix element of the magnetic dipole operator for the 
state |8ł> is: 
<e+ | [ M I | !8+> 

The single particle matrix elements are [Don75, Mai88] 
|Ml|j7rh9/2>=6.97 п.ш. 
| |M1| |« f 7 / 3 >—0.18 n.m. 
|Ml| |7rh9 /2>=0.18 n.m. 
|Ml| |7rf7 / 2>=8.41 n.m. 

(n.m. is the nuclear magneton) and the two-particles matrix elements are 
then 

< n J | | M l | | h J > s 1 5 . 5 n.m. 

< 7 r h 9/2 f 7/2 I [MM l " h ^ 2 > =0.117 n.m. 
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With these values the <8+ | jMl j j8*> matrix element can be calculated 
as a function of a and is presented in Fig.V-6a. 

The experimental g-factor 0.91*0.03 corresponds (equations (2.9) 
and (2.10)) to <8+ | jMJ | f 6+ >=15.9±0.3 a.m. and this gives limits on a. As 
one can see in Fig.V-6a the range of the compatiole admixture 
probability is -0.4KcK-0.16 or 0.12<a<0.36 (i.e. O.OKa 2 <0.16). (The 
uncertainties of the matrix elements used in the calculations are not 
included). 

The E3-matrix element between the purs 11" and mixed 8+ is 
<8+ ! |E3| |ir>=/bV<(7rh^. 2)8 + j |E3 

The matrix elements needed in this equation can be taken from the 
measured B(E3)-values in 2 1 ОРо [Man88] which implies that they include 
the octupole excitation of 2 0 8Pb: 

B(E3,(h 9 / 2i 1 3 / 2)ir* 0 1 ^ ) 8 * )«3.66(15) W.u. 

Fig.V-6b shows the resulting B(E3,11~=* 8*)-value versus o. To 
reproduce the measured B(E3)=25±3 W.u. one needs a>0.78 (i.e. a2>0.61) 
which is much larger than the value allowed by the g-factor. It means 
that the admixture of nh , ,f_., to the 8+ state alone cannot be the 
reason for the large B(E3) value. 

ii) 11~ MIXED, 8+ PURE. As another simple hypothesis the 8+ state 
is assumed as pure n\2/2 and the 11" level includes an octupole 3" 
component: 

In this case for the evaluation of the transition matrix element 

one can use the B(E3)-values: 
h 9 / 2 i 1 3 / 2 ^ h* / 2 

e f f=le and <h c / 3 

B(E3,3~*O+) = 85000±5000 e2fm6 as taken from [Ber85]. 

B(E3,h 9 / 2i 1 3 / 2^ h* / 2) = 147.1 e2fm6 (as calculated from (2.18), and 
(2.16) with e e f f=le and <h c / 3 |r3 11 %/г >=238 f m3 ), and 
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The B(E3, 11"=» 8+)-valup obtained in the above is presented in 
Fip.V-V'a as a function of 8. Using the experimental B(E ')-value fo-
1 9 8Po one gets the admixture amplitude 0.73<fl<0.88 (i.e. в7 =0.6<.±0.12), 
a rather large value. 

This has to be tested again on the g-factor. The g-faotor of the 
mixed 11- state is given by 

g(H") = (1-й2) g ( h 9 / 2 i l 3 / 2 ) + в2 g(h^/2® 3") 

Yamazaki et al. [Yam70] deduced g(Tihc/2i1 3 / 2 ) = 1.10^t0,017 from the 
experimental g(ll~) in 2 1 oPo correcting it for the octupole admixture. 
To calculate g(8+® 3") one can take g(rch9^2 ,8+)=Q.91±0.G3 from the 
measured g(8+) in 1 9 8Po and g(3" )--0.62±0.09 from 2':8Pb [Led76]. This 
results in g(8+® 3")=0.831±0.033. 

The dependence g(il~) versus 3 is displayed in Fig.V-7b. It shows 
that the range of g(ll" ) compatible with the B(E3)-value is 0.87<g<0.99, 
clearly inconsistent with the measured g=1.10±0.05 requiring й<0.36 
(#2<0.13). Hence this model also cannot explain the effect, at least 
with the parameters used. To reconcile the g-factor and the B(E3)-value 
requires either the increase of B(E3,3"=» 0+) to about 150 W.u. or of 
g(3" ) to about 1.1, or a combination of both. 

Hi) BOTH STATES MIXED. In a general case both states might be 
mixed 

У к |к> and j8+> 
where |k> and |i> stand for multiparticle states in which thespins of 
all particles are coupled to 11" and 8+ , respectively. In this case the 
reduced transition probability is given by 

B(E3,11"=>8+) = [ У аьб./в(ЕЗ;к => i)' 1 
where the summation goes over all combinations of jk> and |i> which obey 
the selection rules for the E3-transition. 

The admixtures can be very small but in the case of a constructive 
interference the resulting B(E3)-value can be large. If, for example, 
there are N single-particle states mixed with the same probability 1/N 
into the |ll~>, and M states mixed with the same probability 1/M into 
the |8*>, and, in addition,, the single-particle reduced transition 
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p r o b a b i l i t i e s are a l i eqrual (?\E3;k«»i )=B), '...hen the redviced t r a n s i t ion 
p r o b a b i l i t y wi l l be iiicreasfcii by a fac tor of NM 

Б(ЕЗ,.1Г«* 8*) = N M В 

The most important, contributions to the B(E3)-value will be due to 
those eonbinations, in which one of the states is given by the octupole 
vibration coupling to the other, or if the two levels contain 
single-particie states differing by A1=AI=3. Most of these combinations 
will К-ad, however, to a decrease of the g~factor of the 8* and/or 11" 
states and a comparison -vitb the experimental value might limi* the 
number of such combinations. To do this, however, more precise values of 
all involved experiments) Ml matrix element:, would be needed. 

Whatever the explanation might be, the large B(E3)-value of the a 
priori hindered transition means substantial octupole mixing between the 
8V dnd 11* levels and strongly suggests a low lying collective 3" state. 
In other words, octupoie. vibrations or deformation of nuclei with Ni.114 
and Zs82 may play a significant role. 

The occurrence of soft '•• U.pole modes or even of stable octupole 
deformation (breaking the reflection symmetry of the intrinsic structure 
of the nucleus) is predicted [N'az8̂ J in nuclei where octupole pairs of 
shell model orbitals are rlose tc thn Fermi surface. This is the case 
for Ha and Th isotopes with N'=»i32, and is there caused by the w f ? / 3 » 
" i 1 3 / 3 and <->g9/2» "J15/,2> orbits differing by Д1=41=3. 

A similar situation is encountered in the light polonium nuclei 
with N<114. Here, the neutron holes i>i,~*^ and vf~* could act together 
with the same proton orbitals. The energy difference 
F.(i>f ~*)-E(pi "*,)*700 keV is even much smaller than 

keV as taken from Pb and ' 0 9 P b . 

Calculations [Lea821 show, however, no sign of stable octupole 
deformation at this neutron number. Additional data in this region of 
nuclei, and calculations of the combined effect of protons and neutrons 
are needed. 
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V.4. The 12* isomers and other "neutron" levels 

lsomeric states with .1^=12* have been observed in i 9 ePo, 2 O OPo and 
a O 2Po nuclei (Fig.V-2). For the two lightest known isotopes aiso the 
g-factors of these isomers are measured (see Tab)? b). The small and 
negative values of the g-faotors indicate a neutron character of the 
isomers. A comparison of these values with the g-factors of the 
(ii~l , )12* isomers in lead isotones [Ste83] is presented in Fig.V~8a. A 

13/2 
resemblance of all these values justifies the assumption of rather pure 

c o n fig u r a t i o n for tŁie 12+ states in Po isotopes. 
The exact excitation energies of the 12* isomeric states,are not 

known. The energy sp?cing i.2*-10+ should be similar to that in 
corresponding Pb nuclei, where it was recently ceasared as -50 keV by 
the Berlin group [Sun88]. The 10* excitation energie:-, in polonium and 
lead nuclei -.ire compared in Fig.V-9. One can see that the 10* excitation 
energies in l 9 8Po and 2 0 0Po almost coincide with those in the isntones 
1 9 6Pb and l 9 8 P b and similarly decrease with decreasing neutron number. 

Table 9 contains the experimental B(E2,12*«> 10* )-values evaluated 
assuming that the 12*»» 10* transition is, as in Iocs Л isotopes, 
L-converteri (see also Tabls 4). Tney are strongly effected by the 
pairing cancellation factor (u2~v2)'i ((Lób75J). Therefore these factors 
have to be taken into account when the effective neutron charges are 
extracted. The pairing cancellation factors, presented in Table 9 
together with calculated effective charges( were taken from calculations 
for 1 9 6Pb and 1 9 8Pb [Gra86). (These were 2-quasi-particle Tamra-Dancoff 
calculations based on the approach of Flastino et al. [Pia66] using the 
surface delta interaction (SDI) as the residual interaction. The 
single-particle energies were taken from 2 0 7Pb and 2 0 9Bi for neutrons 
and protons respectively. The strength of the SDI was taken to be G=0.14 
MeV for neutrons and G-0.16 MeV for protons.) 

Table 9. Quadrupole properties of 1Ź isomers in Po nuclei (the IŹ**№* 
transition assumed to be L-converted, pairing factors from 
[Gra86]). 

(u 2-v 2) 2 

[eafro*] 
B(E2) (Vs-v*)' e e f f 

198 12(2) .294 1.25(10) 200 32(5) .433 1.68(13) 
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Fig.V-8. Electromagnetic properties of the 12* state in Po (circles) and 
Pb (triangles) isotopes: g-factors (&) and effective charge of 
i neutron (b). The lines are to guide the eye. The Pb-data 
are from [Ste83, Ste85, Gra86]. 
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A rather strong enhancement of the E2 i13/2-neutron polarisation 
charge is observed (Table 9). This can be either due to increased core 
deformation or configuration mixing. The possible former reason is 
analogous to that discussed in chapter V.2 for the C+ state, using the 
framework of Deformed Independent Particle Model [МлI i'8J . In present 
case, however, the deformation will be probsti, as the (i-'ij^j, 12 )-» 
state has a hole nature. 

These effective charges are compared to those in Pb isotope? in 
Fig.V-8b. Stenzel et al, [Ste85] interpreted the large effective charges 
in Pb isotopes also as an indication for a s'nail prolate core 
deformation. The Po~results are somewhat sraalier. It is however possible 
and more iikely that the number of quasi particles in the i : i j 3 / 2 orbital 
slightly differs betv.en Pb and Po isotones, and taking the same 
(u 2-v 2) 2 for both isotones might be the main reason for obtained 
differences, 

2400 -

2000 -

1600 
108 112 116 120 124 

Neutron number 

Fig.V-9. Systematics of "neutron" levels in Po (full symbols) and Pb 
(open symbols) isotopes. Po-data taken as for Fig.V-2, Pb-data 
are from [Lin78, Led78, Sou79, Пиувб, Нопвб, Сгавб, Fan87] 



The (6* ) state at 2620.7 keV in 1 9 ePo and the level at 2715.9 keV 
in 2 O OPo are good candidates for the (^i.w,^8* s*ates. They are 
populated from the 12+ isomer probably through the 10* level (see 
discussion in chapter IV.2). Though these states are not seen in the 
lead isotopes, the (yi,~^,)8+ states appear at energies of 2609 keV in 
1 9 6Pb and 2729 keV in 1 9 8Pb in the SDI-calculations [Gra86]. A proton 
configuration (rrh f --,)8+ appears in these calculations at 2027 keV in 

Po. Taking into account nearly stable excitation er^rgy of proton 
configurations in the Po-isotopes as a function of neutron number, the 
higher excitation energy of the observed 8+ states excludes their proton 
character in 1 9 ePo and 2 O OPo. 

In Fig.V-9 also the energies of the three negative parity states: 
9* , 7" , 5" in pclonium and lead nuclei are compared. Similarly as for 
the 10+ levels, the energies of corresponding states are almost 
identical (ЛЕ<50 keV), and also with the same neutron number dependence. 
Therefore it is very likely that their configuration is similar to the 
corresponding states in the Pb nuclei. 

Tim 9~ states in lead nuclei were interpreted as having the 
(t>i 2^5/2^ m a i n configuration component. The SDI-calculations for 
N=114 provided the v/ave function of this state as 
|9",2307 
The assignment of a neutron configuration to the 9" is furthermore 
confirmed by the large hindrance factor for the E2 transitions from 

„ i . - . J i r to these 9" states (cf. Table 4). 

The 7" and 5" states have, according to the calculations for lead, 
4 3//2 ^ or P) configuration. The calculations for N=114 resulted in 

and 

The Б(Е2,9"">7~ )-values in Pb-nuclei steeply increase with decreasing 
neutron number. Stenzel et al. [Ste35] interpreted this as a possible 
increase of a small prolate deformation. In the Po-nuclei the half-lives 
are much shorter, but they also show a similar behaviour: they drop from 
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>200 ns in 2 O 6Po to below the experimental limit of 3 ns in 1 9 8Po and 
2 0 0Po (Fig.V-2). Here, however, they can also decay to the (wh* ,)8* 
state by an El transition, and without knowing all branches and 
half-lives no further conclusion can be drawn. 

The experimental fact that the excitation energies of these 
"neutron" states remain unchanged after adding two protons (Fig.V-9) 
might lead to a speculative hypothesis. The deformed independent 
particle model (DIPM), discussed already in chapters II and V.2, 
forecasts oblate core deformation for aligned particle states and 
prolate shape for aligned hole states. The presence of high spin neutron 
hole states and high spin proton particle states with obviously little 
mutual influence in the polonium nuclei might indeed suggest a 
coexistence of slightly oblate proton and slightly prolate neutron 
states. Opposite core deformations of these states would explain that 
they do interfere so little. 

V.5. Other states 

The states above spin 1=12 cannot be constructed from two 
quasiparticle excitations. The characteristic feature of the 12*, 14+ , 
16+ and (18* ) levels is that they are placed almost equidistant and the 
energy spacing between them is approximately the same as between the 0*, 
2* , 4* and 6+ levels. This suggests that these states are realized by a 
coupling of the (collective) 2*. 4* and 6+. states to the (vi ^ )12* 
single-particle «tate. 

The 11" and 13" states can be interpreted similarly as a result of 
coupling the 2* and A+ states to the (pi, .,f_ ., )9~ configuration, 
respectively. In the lead nuclei these states were interpreted in the 
same way ([Hon86y Ruy86]) and this was there moreover confirmed by 
comparison of systematic trends of these levels with the trends of the 
2*, 4* and 6+ levels. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The main intention of this thesis was to answer the question 
whether any signs of collectivity or deformation are evident in 1 9 ePo 
and 2 0 0Po nuclei, situated on the border of the predicted new region of 
oblate deformation [Molc'l]. 

Bearing this in mind spectroscopic investigations were performed. 
The level schemes of ' ePo and 2 0 0Po were established, transition rates 
were determined and g-factors of isomeric states and, for Po, the 
quadrupoie moment of the 8*-state were measured. 

The answer for the question of establishing a region of stable 
deformation is negative. The R(4/2)-values are veil below the limit of 
deformation R=3, not exceeding the vibrational limit R=2. The g-factor 
vaiues of the isoraeric states correspond to two-particle spherical shell 
model configurations. The "proton" states in both nuclei resemble the 
"shell-model "-nucleus 2i Po. This means that there is no onset of 
deformation down to neutron number N=114. 

On the other hand, an increase of E2 strength, as deduced from 
0-mornents ft rid from lifetimes, is observed. Moreover, the E3 transition 
rates increase rapidly, most likely because of an essential admixture of 
the collective octupole 3~ state. The 8+-6+ energy spacing in 1 9 8Po is 
increased, suggesting important configuration changes. 

All this might indicate an approach to the beginning of the 
quadrupole deformed region with significant admixture of octupole 
vibrations. Therefore an extension of the investigation to 1 9 6Po and 
lighter polonium isotopes would be of great interest. 
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VII. APPENDICES 
A. The coincidence efficiency and finite TAC-range correction. 

In the off-tine analysis of raw-data from multi-detector 

experiments, events in all possible two-detectors combination? are 

sorted, after careful gain matching, into one spectrum. Therefore for 

obtaining the intensity for the r-line of energy E in the gate set on 

the line of energy EG , the peak area has to be divided by the 

coincidence efficiency 

£(E,EG) = 2]
 ci < V e j ( E ) (АЛ> 

i. J 

where N is the number of detectors and c. is the efficiency of tht 
k-detector obtained in the standard way. 

In the next step the intensities have to be corrected for the 
finite TAC-range. 

Let us suppose that the level scheme of the measured nucleus is as 
on Fig.VII -1, and that, in the off-line analysis, the gate was set on 
the line corresponding to the transition (denoted by "3") coming from 
the isomer with decay constant X . The TAC-range, i.e. the time-period 
within which the coincidence events can be collected, starts at t=O>tQ 
and stops at T (t is the time of the beam-burst). If T is not much 
larger than i-l/X, some events are lost. The probability of detecting 
the transition "5" in this gate is equal to the probability of "3" being 
detected in the time t between 0 and T, and of "5" being detected in the 
time t* between t and T: 

M,He.Jdt V M ^ - V Jdf A^-M*'-*-*»* (A.2) 
0 t*62 

where 6 are electronical time-shifts in the case of low energy 
transitions. 

More generally, more lifetimes can be involved and the experimental 
setup can also allow a few consecutive natural pulses of the beam to hit 
the target. In this case the probability of detecting two y-rays is 
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Fig.VII -1. An example? of tAe level scheme with isomeric states and 

sidefeedings. 

T 1" 
? ы " 2 Jdt fi(t-t

0-Si'{x>) l d t' fj(t'-t-62;{\» (A.3) 
^o 0 ++S3 

The index i corresponds to the first of two detected y-rays (and is 
equal to the number of isomers before it). The index j is equal to the 
number of isomer-s between the detected y-rays. The functions f are the 
time distributions corresponding to the N-level formula: 

fo(t)=6(t) (A.4) 
f1(tf3L)-Xe~U (A.5) 

f2(t,{\})= - r H r - (е~Х1* " е""*2*) (А.6) 
where {X.} is the set of the decay constants involved. So the example 
N_ W_ corresponds to P. . . 

•So 1 1 

In the case of two г-rays connected not only in one decay path, the 
properly weighted and normalized P-values for all paths have to be used. 
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В. Multi-level formula 

Fig.VI] -1 represents the illustration ci" the decry scheme with M 
isomerir states, each characterized bv decay consram. \. and g-ta'-tor 
% , The time distribution for r- radiai ion <>•• populating ft given isomcric 
state is л /unction of decay co.istoius and g-lac tor.-, ut all preceding 
isomers, Tha formula for such a case w,r; give;- bv liausser et al. 
ГНЭи76]. They assumed, however, that tr.o decay is J4M3 only via the first 
(uppermost) isomer. Usually prompt side-fesdinj.; to each isomor o^ifts 
(see Fig.VIII-1). In thdt cose the formula of H^usser et ai. has to be 
generalized, and the time distribution of /-rays ooexciting the N*'h 
isamer observed in the detector situated at the angle О in respect to 
the beam direction is <!<• scribed by 

П (*J-x1 
г » к 

vi if re 

п.. .-arc;;fl!i — r - ~ --i С В . 2 "i 1 J A. . ~-K 
J i 

is the phaseshifL due to difference of g-factors for isomers j and i, <•> 
is Larmor precession frequency related to g-factor g , 

and f is the fraction of the total intensity feeding prompt into the 
isomer к (£ft=l). The A and higher angular distribution coefficients 

are neglected. For ii =1 and ffc=0 (k=2,...N) the formula (B.I) is 

ecfuivalent to that of Hausser et al. [Hau76] . For N=1, the formula (B.I) 

reduces to 

I(e,t)=Ce'Xt[l+A2P2(cos(0-«t))] (B.5) 

and the spin-rotation function R(t) for. в=45° and ©'=-A5c is given in 
this case by known formula 
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Fig. VIT -2. Examples of I(в ,t) Ca,b,c) and R(t) fd,e,fj func.ions for 
N=1,2,3 isomeric states, with and without prompt 
sidefeeding (see previous page). 
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In the Fig.VII -2 the functions 1(0,t) and R(t) for one, two and 

three isoraers, with and without sidefeeding, are shown. One can see 

that, to accurate establishing of the g-factor values, on.: needs 

a sufficient amount of prompt sidefeeding to measured isomer. 
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